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Thank you for your purchase of Mitsubishi MELSERVO-SC. 
This instruction manual describes handling, installation, 
operation and maintenance of your AC servo system. 
Although it is easy to use the AC servo amplifier and motor, 
inadequate use and operation might cause unforeseen trouble. 

Before operating your system, read this manual carefully to 
the system for a long time without problems. 

use 
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IMPORTANT 

Before the use of your MELSERVO-SC, please read the instructions 
described here. 
Note that inadvertent handling or operation may result in 
serious damage to your MELSERVO-SC. 

(INSTALLATION) 

Install the amplifier in accordance with the instructions 
"INSTALLATION". 
Particular attention should be paid to the ambient 
temperature, location of heat-generating devices (discharge 

resistor unit, etc.) and the handling of motor encoder. 

Observe the designated combinations for the amplifier and 

motor or optional dynamic brake combination. If operated 

with combinations other than those specified, the motor may 
be damaged. 

(WIRING) 
1. Carefully identify each phase (U, V and W) on the 

amplifier output and the motor input and connect the cable 

correctly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . See 4-8 (1). 

2. Do not connect power supply other than that specified (3- 
phase 200V) to the amplifier power input terminals (R, S 
and T) (otherwise, the amplifier may be damaged) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . See 4-8 (1). 

3. Do not connect AC power supply to the amplifier output 
terminals (U, V and W) or the motor input terminals (U, V 

and W) (otherwise, the amplifier and motor may be damaged) I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ...*. See 4-8 (1). 

If ZCGVAC supply is directly connected. 
( a/the amplifier and motor may be damaged. 

Id&tify each pktse. 
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4. When a discharge resistor unit (option) is connected to 
the amplifier, remove the jumper bar (otherwise, the 
amplifier may be damaged) . . . . See 4-3 and 4-8 (1). 

5. When a diode is used with relay for output signal (RD, PF, 

etc.), do not connect it inversely (otherwise, the 
amplifier may be damaged) . . . . See 4-2 and 4-8 (2). 

Inversely connected diode may 

-Gd 

cause damage to the amplifier. 
\ 

VDD 

t-t.4 RD 

6. When input signal using "bfl contact is used, connect the 
signal line to "SG" terminal . . See 4-2 and 4-8 (2). 

7. Ground the amplifier and the motor to a single point 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . See 4-1 and 4-8 (1). 

(OPERATION AND OPERATION SEQUENCE) 

1. Do not frequently turn on and off the power supply and the 
"SON" signal to be less than 10 or 20 times per day. 

(Otherwise, the amplifier might be damaged) 
. . . . . . . . . . . See 4-7 (1) and 4-7 (2). 

2. Do not frequently turn off and on the power to restore the 
amplifier from alarm condition. (AL30,50,51) 
(Otherwise the amplifier might be damaged) 

. . . . . . . . . . . See 4-7 (3) and 7-l. 
3. When a braked motor is used, the start signal should be 

given after the motor is released from the brake. 

. . . . . . . . . . . See 4-8 (1) 

(MAINTENANCE AND TROUBLESHOOTING) 
1. Do not use a megger to check the amplifier (otherwise, the 

amplifier may be damaged) . . . . . . . . See 8-l.. 
2. While the "CHARGE" lamp is on, do not touch any live part 

of the amplifier (otherwise, you may receive an electric 
shock) . . . . . ., . . . . . . . . . . . See 8-l. 

3. P.C. board dedicated to each model is used and not 

compatible with other model. 

- 2 - 
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1. UNPACKING AND CHECKING 

After unpacking the MELSERVO-SC, check the following points 

at first. 

(1) Check the nameplates of amplifier and motor to make 
sure the models and output ratings meet your order. 

(2) Check that the amplifier and servo motor have not been 
damaged during transportation. 

If you have any question or find trouble with your MELSERVO- 

sc system, contact nearby-located our sales representative. 

[Combination of the motor and amplifier] ' 
The motor and amplifier can be used with the following 

combinations. These cannot be used with other combinations, 

so always confirm before wiring. The options.are also 

exclusive, so'inspect simultaneously. 

2. HANDLING 

Carry and handle the servo amplifier and motor carefully 
to avoid damage to them. 

(1) The cover of servo amplifier is made of steel sheet. 
When the servo amplifier is carried, do not hold it 
in such a manner that force is exerted on only the . 
cover. 
Do not place an object on the cover. Otherwise the 

cover might be deformed or damaged. 

(2) Carefully handle the encoder of servo motor and use 
care not to give mechanical impact to it. 

When carrying the motor, do not apply hand or slinger 

to the encoder to lift. 
-3- 



3. INSTAtLATION 

3-l Servo amplifier 
(1) Install the servo amplifier in a clean and well-ventilated 

location. Do not install the servo amplifier in 

direct sunlight, or areas with high temperature, high 

humidity, dust and corrosive gases. 

Environmental conditions 

Ambient temperature 
o"c to 55OC 
(to be free from freezing) 

90% RH or less 
Ambient humidity 

( 
to be free from conden- 
sation 1 

Vibration 5.9mjs2 or less 

(2) The servo amplifier is a wall-mount type. 

Install it on a wall vertically.and securely with 

bolts or screws so that the letters "MELSERVO-SC" 
face front. (see ,the figure below) . 

(3) Since the servo amplifier Z&ZZUZ 

generates heat during ope- Top 

ration, provide sufficient 
clearance (at least 40mm 

around the servo-amplifier B&tom . 

(see the right figure) . 

(seeing irom the front face) 

‘(4) wfi en the servo amplifier is housed in a cubicle, enclosure, etc., 

pay attention to prevent deposit of dust in the unit. 

(5) The discharge resistor unit (option) generates heat. 

If it is used under heavy service duty, its temperature may reach 

about 1OO'C. 

0 Do not install it on a wall vulnerable to heat. 

@ It is recommended that the unit is installed outside the 

panel.. . . for prevention of heat rise in the panel. 

@ Make suitable provisions to prevent any cable or wire from 

ccming into contact with the discharge resistor unit. Also note the 

nistnickicnandcautiandesf~ibedin4-3 forsafeuseoftheunit. 
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3-2 Servo motor 

(1) Do not install the servo motor to direct sunlight, 

high temperature and high humidity. 

Environment 

Ambient ON 4o"c 
temperature (to be free from freezing) 

Ambient 80% RH or less 

humidity (to be free from condensa- 
tion) 

Vibra- HA-SC 19.6m/S2 or less 

tion HA-SA X:9.8m/S2 Y:24.5m/S2 or 1eSE 

(2) If the servo motor may be exposed 
to water or oil, protect the motor 
with a cover or other suitable 
means and install the motor with 

the leads directed downward so 

that water or oil cannot run into 
the motor along the leads. (see 
the figure). 

When the motor is mounted 
vertically or slantly, provide 

a trap for cable. 

x# . 

A 
= *r 

Directionof 
vibration 

Cable 

The cable sometimes guides oily water to the motor 
or detector to take an adverse effect on it. 
Take care to prevent the cable from guiding oily 
water or dipping in the oily water pan. 

. 

,Oily 
water pan 

[Inrproperl [Improper1 
Breathing Capillary 
act phenomenon 
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(3) Sufficiently check the cable clamp method, and prevent 
the cable connection area from being exposed to the 

bending stress or the weight stress of the cable itself. 
In the application where the motor is moved) determine 
the curveture radius of the cable judging from the 

bending durability and cable type. 
Take care to prevent the cable sheath from being cut by 
sharp cut chips, torn with the corner or the machine or 

stepped on by man or cart. 

(4) The servo motor is horizontally mounted, and the spindle 
can be faced upward or downward as desired. 

0 When the spindle is faced upward, take some counter- 
measures to prevent oil from entering the motor from the 

gear box or similar. In this case, only the oil seal 

provided on the motor can not prevent entry of the oil. 

@ The motor provided with electromagnetic brake is also 
horizontally mounted, and the spindle can be faced upward 

or downward as desired. 

When it is faced upward, vibration of the brake plate may 

result in sounding. But it is not an abnormality. 

@ The motor provided with reducer can not be operated in 
any other position except shown in the outline drawing. 
Use the motor as specified in the outline drawing. 

@ When the motor is horizontally mounted, always keep the 

oil level lower than the oil seal ripple of the servo 
motor shaft, and provide the air breather port on the 
gear box to prevent the inner pressure from rising. 
If it is higher than the oil seal ripple, oil may enter 
the motor. 

Series HA-SA WI-SC 

Standard HA-SA22 _ HA-SA52,53 
HA-sA33 HA-SAlO2,103 

Model LOW HA-SASZL IIA-SC053 HA-SC23 HA-SE43 
inertia Ha-SA102L HA-SC13 HA-SC63 

Flat IiGSA32U 
HA-sA52u HA-sAlo2u 

[eight from 
lotor shaft 11 15 20 8 (11) 12 (13) 14 (18) 
:enter h(m) 

Note: Values in ( ) are for when the brake is used. 
The HA-SA motor is the same as that with a brake. 
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Note: For geared motors, some 
restrictions are imposed 
on installation. 
Install such a motor in 
accordance with the appli- / 
cable drawing. Oil seal+ 

(5) During transportation and installation, use 'care not to 
give mechanical shock or impact to the encoder of motor. 

Do not hold the encoder by hand, nor apply a-Gire rope or 
slinger to the encoder to life the motor. 

In installation or assembly, do not hammer the motor end. 
Do not change orientation of the encoder. 

Encoder 
DC not hamner. 

Connector orien- 
tation may not 

(6 For connection of the motor shaft to a machine shaft, it 
is recommended to use a "flexible coupling" which can 

automatically adjust misalignment of two shafts. 
When the motor is secured in position, be sure to align 
its shaft with the shaft of the associated machine. 

Upon periodic inspection, check shaft alignment and 
correct if necessary. 

[Permissive shaft core alignment] 
Measure 4 circumference locations for . _ - -. 
the shaft core alignment. 

4b 
Mount the shaft so that the difference 

II d.05mln 

0.05lmn 

f  

or less 

between the maximum and minimum values 

is less than that shown in the 
diagram. 

T or less 



(7) Do not exert a load exceeding the limit shown below to 
the motor shaft. 

Permissive shaft end load for the servo motok 

Series Motor Permissive Permissive 
radial load thrust load 

HA-SC053 L=30 107N.m 98N.m 

HA-SC13 L=30 117N.m 98N.m 

HA-SC HA-SC23 ~=30 176N.m 147N.m 

HA-SA 

Notes: 

HA-SC43,63 L=40 323Nam 284N.m 

HA-SA22,33 L=25 196N.m 147Nem 

Standard HA-SA52,53(T) m L=55 980N.m 
HA-SA102,103(T) (L=58 392N=m) 490N.m 

HA-SA32U 
Flat HA-sA52u L=35 294Nem 196N.m 

HA-SA102U 

Low HA-SA52L 
inertia HA-SA102L 

L=55 637Nem 490N.m 

L=55 980N.m 490N.m 

1. The permissive thrust load and permissive 
radial load are applicable when they work 
independently. 

2. The permissive radial load parenthesized with 

mot:r 
is applicable for the taper-shafted 

3. The tides in the table are as follows: 

L: Distance (mm) from the flange mounting 
surface to the center of the load. 
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4. EXTERNAL WIRING AND CONSTRUCTION 
/ 
0 4-l Power supply connection 

The power supply and ground wiring is shown below. 
To prevent malfunction caused by external interference 
(noises) and to assure safe operation, the servo amplifier, 
positioning unit and servo motor should be grounded. 
The servo motor and the servo amplifier should be grounded 
to a single point (common grounding line). 

Positioning unit 
AD71 

ktch the p 
I, v and w. 

l.se sure to remov8 the 
dart-bar (0 to P) Of 
tpe~ofam&ifier 

RR-6.~40 or IIR-6~60. 
P.Regeneratiw Opt&On 

mrUt be in8tAlled on 
RR-SC100 . 

single 
phase AC 

100/200v 

. 

Rerist8nce Of gfoonding 8hould 
b8 1.88 than 100 a 

Notes: 1) Better noise withstanding effect can be expected if 
the shield of motor detector cable is grounded via 

. the earth plate. See 4-9 (5). 
2) Arrange the signal cables remotely from the power 

cables. 
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4-2 Standard wiring diagram 
(1) Example of connection with the 

positioning control operation AD71 

Fig. 4-l Example of connection with positioning control 
operation AD71 



(2) Example of connection with the position- 
ing control operation MR-PO 

__. 

Fig. 4-2 Standard connecting diagram If of positioning control 
operation 
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(3) Speed control operation 

(Sot8 6) 
sped -nd 
ilov/ru. -1utioas 

190s. 17 sid la.- 
_ . 

6) zEtiz the brction S-3 rqU%ling the 
buwaen tlm polarity of l pud 

-sld (vc) oad thm start sigrlal 
(srl, sT2). 

- La- 
vuse1y, tka 
aplifiw wtu 
b drupd. 

zozqu lirLur On 

spmd l chi-t 

opmcolluwroutptlt 
PP*,ns 2000PIR . . . for’mtor If&-SC 

3OOOPlR . . . for motor w1-SA 
(Xl/l" xl~2~sc~ be 1st) 

Fig. 4-3 Standard connecting diagram of speed control operation 
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(4) Torque control operation 

NFB 

AC -Jz supply -x A 
200VSOHr 

-A7 200/220/230V60Hc 
-- 

lbter 
1) Nways 0.. the 

for Jm-SclOO. 
-geauetlm opuon lmlt 

Refer ?.a caction 4-3 yhm using * 
npanratim optloll Enit. 

2)rbBa-sGmotordasaotbamB~l 
p-r. ~~tbShOXtBUbOtlW8U 

Cl - G2 in place. 
Rmw.theshoebark-C1-C2; 
MdCUmectbBt~~8G1, G2urdtbethu- 
malpmtutar for the IR-SAmour. 

3)RaketbetotAlrrmOf -t CadDttod 
tllmqh'th. - zelcp ulldu 120 u. 

4) I-polultpvllld.atxuytha 
i upIif1.r. 

. 5)TorquegaImIucarod~nri.s~ 
on the polarity Of oouII(1 mw w+he 
s.lutad 819nml (9Tl. 9T2). rnfor tq 9-3. 

ff the diode ia 
- in- 
VusNy, the 
mp1ifi.r will 
ba dunged. 

. 
opm collecmr output 

PPA,PPB ZOOOP/R . . . for mocox R&-SC 
3000P/R . . . for mofo~ IU-SA 

%F 
- ““‘:%&an be met) 

Fig. 4-4 Standard connecting diagram of torque control 
operation 

I - 13 - 



4-3 Connection of the regenerative unit 
When the regeneration frequency is high and a regenerative 
option unit is used, connected as shown below. Always 

connect the regenerative option unit when using the MR- 

SClOO. 

Servo Regenerative option 
amplifier unit used 

Short bar at shipping 

MR-SC10,20 None None -.- 

Connect MR-RB082 or MR- Always remove when 
MR-SC40,60 RB32 as necessary. using the regenerative 

option unit. 

MR-SC100 Connect either MR-RBO82 None 
or MR-RB32. 

Regenerative option 

MR-Rm (~the8hortbar 

('this ila not included 
on m-SClO, 20, 100) 

sent anplifier 

_______ -,J 
l When using the Iu-SA type motor, rmom 

the short bar between 61 and G2, and 
00~e t0 the potor thermal protector. 

(a) Connection of the regenerative option unit MR-RB082 

Regenerative 
(l-= 1) 

-the shortbar 

(m.u is not included 
on RR-SClO, 20, 100) 

Semo amplifier 

. 
l When udng the HA-M type IO+Qf, rm0V-a 

the~hortbarbetwenG1andG2,a~ 
connect to themotor themalpratcctor. 

(b) Connection of the regenerative option unit MR-RB32 

Fig. 4-5 Connection of the regenerative unit 



1. When the regenerative option is used, be sure to remove the 
short bar (D to P) in the servo amplifier (for MR-SC40 or 
MR-SC60. This is not included in MR-SC100 at shipment.) 
When operated with the short bar attached, the amplifier 
may be damaged. 

2. When the regenerative option unit is wired, be sure to 
use twist cables. 
or less). 

Make the cables as short as possible (5m 

3. Always use twist cables for the temperature detector when 
using the HA-SA motor to prevent malfunctions with 
inductive noise. Remove the short bar between Gl and G2 at 
this time. 

4. 

5. 

Cautions for operations 

The regenerative option unit main body generates a heat of 
up to 100 deg. so do not mount it directly onto a wall 
surface that is not heat resistant. Use nonflammable wires 
or those that have been protected with nonflammable means 
(silicone tubing, etc.), and make sure that they do not 
touch the regenerative option unit. 
When the regenerative option unit is used, set a value that 
corresponds with parameter No.1. 

4-4 Connection of the dynamic brake option 

Rapid stop is applied with the dynamic brake option when it 
is necessary to stop the motor due to an emergency stop or 

an alarm. 
Select according to the motor being used. If mistaken, the 
motor may burn out. 

(Note) Use HR-SDBU-1C when 0.3kW or less 
. (HA-SA22, HA-SA32U, HA-SA33): 

Dinamic brake option Applicable motor 

MR- SDBU-1C HA-SC series 

MR-SDBU-IA (Note 
HA+5 series , 

MR-SDBU-1C 

Ii w-6,' MR-sDBu-lA 

AL AL2 

1. The dynamic brake connector is b 
contact point. During normal 
Operations the internal relay is 
on, and turns off when the power 
is turned off or an error occurs. 

2. There may be a delay of 
approximately lOmsunti1 the 
dynamic brake operates when the 
internal relay turns off. 

3. The contact point between AL1 and 
At2 will open when the power is 
turned off or an error occurs. 

4. I f  the motor revolves at a high 
speed with the dynamic brake is 
on, the motor may burn out. 
When the motor revolves, turn the 
semo power on, and the dynamic 
brake contact point off. 

5. The dynamic brake has a short time 
rating. Do not use it at a-high 
repetition. 

Fig. 4-6 Connection of the dynamic brake 
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4-5 Assembly of the detector cables 

Assemble the connection cables with the motor PLG and servo 

amplifier as shown below. When placing an order (core wire 

of 0.2mm9, specify the type of the cable'set 
corresponding to the necessary wire length. 

(1) Relay cable for HA-SC type motor detector 
A cable connector (lm) is built into the encoder so it 

can be connected to the servo amp connector-*(CN2). 
However, if a wire length exceeding lm is necessary, 

assemble as shown below. 

PA 
PAR 
PB 
PBR 

P2 
PZR 

PU 
PUR 

PV 
PVR 

Conwctor 
nR-20x.8sR-20L. 
amplifier aide 

/ 
Rdaycable mw Im-20x,nn-20L, 

OOIUkWZt,~ 
MR-2ow 

~e.ectnr aide 4th rotor 

nu-2Quc2 

Fig. 4-7 Connecting diagram 1 for encoder cable 
(relay cable length 5m or less) 
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4 4 
3 3 

14 14 
15 15 

16 16 
17 17 

18 18 
19 19 

m-zoLK2 
withmotor 

Fig. 4-8 Connecting diagram DC for encoder cable 
(relay cable length Sm to 30m) 

(2) Cable for HA-SA type motor detector 

PI 

P&8 

Ps 
Psn 
P.? 

PZA 
Pu 
Pun 
Pv 
Pvw 
Pw 

Pm 

PS 

SC 

CONlcCLOr connector 
m-20x, 1153106820-29S, 
amplifier side detector side 

(a) 5m or less (b) 30m or less 

Fig. 4-9 Connecting diagram for PLG cable 
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4-6 Common line 

The common line in the servo amplifier is shown below. 

The digital input and output signals are insulated from 
the internal circuit with the photocoupler. . 

The analog output signal is connected to the pulse series 
input and output signal with the internal common line. 

MELSERVO-VC 

_ . 

@o-l) 
ent 80 mA 

sm -zlmAmeter 
t 10vlmu 
wolutions 

Torque - 
t 8vhnax. altmnt 

I I I kN2 

Fig. 4-10 Common line in the servo amplifier 

b 

c 
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e 4-7 Signal circbitry 

(1) Power-on sequence 
a Apply a 3-phase AC power supply to terminals R, S, and T 

to start the power in the control circuit. 
It will take a maximum of one second (normally 0.3 sec.) 
to initialize the servo amplifier. 
The alarm signal will turn on in 0.1 second after the 
power is turned on. This will turn off when an alarm 
occurs OX the power is turned off. 
If the servo on (SON) signal turns on after initializing, 
and the internal contactor (MC) is turned on, the main 
circuit will be fed with power and operation will be 
possible. 

v 

0 

0 

@ 
0 

If the reset signal (RES) turns on, the base current of 
the transistor is shut off, the motor will coast. 
If the servo on signal turns off, the contactor will be 
open. 

Servo amplifier 

I -1 

i tt 

u U Se- motor 

,v v 
SM 

9 

w . w 

I 

Fig. 4-11 Main circuit external connection diagram 
nax. 1s 

H 
Control inftialize 

Bass circnlt 

Fig. 4-12 Timing chart for when the power is turned on 
[Important] Do not turn the SON signal ON and OFF frequently, as 

it will lead to trouble. 
(The total open/close times: 100000 times. 
Guideline: 20 times/day or less) 

Always start and stop with the special external 
input signal. 

- 19 - 



(2) 

(3) 

Emergency stop circuit 
Use the dynamic brake (optional) when the motor must be 
stopped suddenly due to an alarm or emergency.' 
For details on the external connections refer to section 
4-4, and for the timing chart, refer to section (3) 
below. 

Timing chart in case of alarm 
If an alarm occurs in the servo amplifier, the power 
transistor base current will be shut off and the motor 
will stop. 
To remove the alarm condition, use the "RES" signal or 
turn the power off and on. ("The overload" alarm cannot 

be reset with the "RES" signal . . . refer to Section 7.1). 

1 Power off f Poweron 

I I I Q 
Alarm (close)' f  

-P&J; (W) 1 I A I 

% Ng for f 
A- 

overload, etc.1 
Cstantaneous pavet’ 

Reset : 
failure alarm . I I 

I I 
I 

I 
I 

I I 

Dyaamlc brake 9 
f 
11 Brake operatiok 1 t I 

%s -tt- 
ic-c 

loms 
R-1 of trouble cause MinXimsec 

Fig. 4-13 Timing chart in case of alarm 

[Important] 
1. If the power is turned on and off repeatedly to reset 

without removing the cause of the alarm (overcurrent or . 
overload), the heat rise may result in damage to the 
power transistor in the servo amplifier. 
Operation should be resumed after allowing the power 
transistor to cool off for at least 30 minutes after the 
cause of the alarm is removed; 

2. If the power is turned off and then on repeatedly to* 
reset the regenerative overvoltage alarm (AL30), the 
discharge resistor may overheat and cause trouble. 

3. If instantaneous power failure lasting '15 msec or longer 
occurs, the protective function will activate. If the 
power failure continues for another 10 msec (20 to 30 
msec.), the power will stop, the protective function will 
be reset. The servo amplifier will be initialized when I 

the power is restored. To prevent accidents, the "SON" 
signal should be turned of when instantaneous power 
failure occurs. 



Use of motor equipped with magnetic brake 

If a magnetic brake is used as additional safety means 
(for prevention of upper/lower shaft falling, or.support 

of dynamic brake during emergency), pay attention to the 
following points. 
The brake should be for safety type, and is activated 
when the DC24V power is turned off. 
When the brake is activated, the "SON" signal-should be 

turned off. 

When the brake is used to prevent upper/lower shaft.from 

falling, an appropriate time delay should be considered 

for the sequence. 

If a time delay cannot be provided at servo off (,tSON" 
signal OFF), 
when the 

the DC power supply should be turned off 
"SON"-signal turns off so that the dropping 

distance is minimized as much as possible. 
Braking delay time AC off: Approx. 0.1 sec. 

DC off: ADDrOX. 0.03 sec. 
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4-8 Cautions for wiring 
(1) Main circuit 

Table 4-1 Cautions for wiring (main circuit) 

Single-phase operation is impossible. 

of the capacitor and may cause voltage 

it is recommended that 

!Jagnetic brake 
power supply 

No-f use breaker 

Continued on the next page. 
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Description 

Wiring 1. Note that each phase of servo amplifier 
output (U,V,W) Must meet that of motor 
input. 
If phase sequence does not meet, the motor 
may run out of control or generate intense 
vibration. 
Note that correct phase sequence cannot be 
achieved only by changing connection 
between two phases. . 
For power source terminals (R,S,T) of serve 
amplifier, it is not necessary to consider 
phase sequence. 

2. Do not connect power source to the output 
terminals (U,V,W). 

3. The servo amplifier cannot be covered 
accidents due to leakage. Pay attention SC 
that the cable does not touch the chassis, 
etc. If the overcurrent protector is 
repeatedly operated, it will lead to 
deterioration of the parts, and the 
transistor will be sometimes broken. If 
the protector is activated, securely 
correct the cause. 

4. Be sure to use twisted wires for connection 
of motor thermal.protector (Gl, 62). 

. . ..- When HA-SA motor is used. 
When thermal protector is not used, short- 
circuit terminals Gl and 62. 

. . . . . When HA-SC motor is used. 

5. Optional discharge resistor for 
regenerative. brake. 
The regenerative option is differently 
connected depending on a model.' 
Refer to Item 4-3. 
Any other except the exclusive unit can not 
be connected to the connection terminals of 
the regenerative option of the servo 
amplifier. If it is improperly wired, the 
amplifier will be broken. Moreover, refer 
to Item 4-3 for other cautionary points. 

. 

Continued on the next page. 
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Dynamic brake 

Operation 
sequence 

Grounding 

Description 

Connect the dynamic brake option that 
:orresponds to the motor being used 

. . . . . Refer to Section 4-4. 
Fhe motor may burn out if mistaken. 

I 
Dynamic brake option Applicable motor 

I MR-SDBU-1C I HA-SC series I 

MR-SDBU-1A (Note) HA-SA series 

[Note) Use MR-SDBU-1C when 0.3kW or less 
(HA-SA22, HA-SA32U, HA-SA33). 

1. When a motor equipped with electromagnetic 
brake is used, motor is not released 
immediately after brake is energized. 
Therefore, operation sequence should be 
that motor start signal is input after 
brake release is completed. 

2. Don't use the electromagnetic brake for 
deceleration except in case of emergency 
stop. 
It is allowable to use the electromagnetic 
brake in combination with the dynamic brake 
in case of emergency stop. 

3. Do not use the dynamic brake excessively as 
the parts will deteriorate. 

Zround the system referring to the standard 
:onnection diagram in Item 4-1. Be sure to 
Jround the servomotor together with the servo 
ilrnplifier at one point. 
tt is recommended to use an independent ground 
Line. If a common ground line must be usedr 
;he connection should be as shown below. 

(1) Exclusive 
grounding 
line . . . 
BEST 

(2) Common (3) Common 
grounding grounding 
line . . . line . . . 
GOOD NOT 

ACCEPTABLE 

I 
4, 



L 

(2) Control circuit 

Table 4-2 Cautions for wiring (control circuit) , 

Description . 

Protection 
against noises 

Control signal lines should be protected from 
noises properly. 

Operation 
sequence 

Do not start or stop the motor by turning the 
power ON and OFF. 
type r 

This is a condenser input 
so frequent turning on and off of the 

power using the SON signal will shorten the 
life of the parts. 
Start or stop the motor with the 
forward/reverse run commands (STl, ST2) during 
speed control, 

Signal circuits 1. Design external analog signal circuit 
(circuit for speed reference signal, torqua 
reference signal, etc.) so that it remains 
close at all times to protect against 

'i 

2. For relay used(gD) on and ok??nalog 
and digital reference signal, select relay 
for faint current application (with two 
parallel contacts, for example). Open 
collector transistor may be used in lieu of 
relay. 

3. When wire is connected to connector, strip 
the wire carefully. Use care to avoid 
short-circuiting caused by loosened wire 
filament or solder whisker. 

4. When the servo motor itself is movable or 
portable, provide the motor cable with a 
suitable strain release to protect the 
cable and connector from detrimental 
tension. 

5. Be sure to connect LSP (forward stroke end) 
and LSN (reverse stroke end) terminals to 
SG terminal. Otherwise, the motor does not 
start. 

6. The permissive maximum current of interface 
driver power supply (VDD) is 2OOmA. 
Note that the total current for external 
control unit, relay, etc. should not exceed 
2oomA. 

7. Check polarity of flywheel diode used for 
output signal relay. 
If polarity is inverse, the servo amplifier 
may be damaged. 
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4-9 Countermeasure against noise 

If noise enters the servo amplifier, operation panel or 
detector from the external, it will result in malfunction 
which prevents generation of the required performance. 
It is important to prevent generation of noise. Even if 
noise generates, it must not be induced into the servo 
amplifier. When designing the operation panel and manufac- 
turing and routing the signal cables, observe the following 

to take secure countermeasure against noise. 

(1) Signal cable selection 

If the signal cable becomes long, it works as an antenna 
which is liable to receive external noise. Therefore, 
take care to prevent the cable from being longer than 
specified. Moreover, use the twist pair shield cable 
as the signal cable. The signal cables are specified 
as follows: 

@ Use the twist pair shield cables as the connection 
cables (CN2) to the detector. The cables must be 30m 
or shorter. 

@ Use the twist pair shield cables as the control signal 
cables (CNl) to the detector. The cables must be 2m 

or shorter. If the length exceeds inevitably 2m, 

provide a low-level relay to make the relay to servo 
amplifier cable 2m or shorter. In case of the multi- 

core cable, the separate pair cable is more noise- 

resistant than the general shield cable. 

(2) Grounding 

Referring to Items 4-l and 4-8, securely ground the 
system. 

. 
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(3) Wiring 

0 Securely separate. the signal cables from the AClOOV 

or higher power cables when routing them (provide 2Ocm 
or wider clearance.), and don't route them in the same 
duct. 

@ If it is difficult to separate the signal cables from 

the power cables, route them with care to prevent them 
from running parallel. . 

(4) Surge killer 

0 Surge killer mounting 

Around the amplifier, provide the surge killers on 
the AC relays, AC valves, AC electromagnetic brake , 
etc. and the diodes (Voltage resistance: 4 times or 
more than the drive voltage of the relay, etc. 

Current: Two times or more of the drive current of the 
relay, *etc.) on the-DC relays, DC valves, etc. parallel 
to the relays. 

Figs. 4-14 and 4-15 show the mounting examples of the 

surge killers. 

Relay 

q 

Surge killer Surge jtiller 

--7 
Surge killer 

((~1 ?lounting on the AC relay, 
AC valve, etc. 

(b) Haunting on the DC relay, 
etc. 

Fig. 4-14 Surge killer mounting 
diagram 

c 

Uake the .dist- 
ante short. 
(2Ocm or less) 

(al Proper example 

I 
\r\ 

Noise generates. 
Surge killer 

t \ 1 . 
I f  this distance is long, 
the effect is reduced. 

(b) Xmproper example 

Fig. 4-M surge killer layout 
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@ Attach the surge killers to be adjacent to the device 

(relay, etc.) which actually produces noise. As the 
wiring becomes longer,, not only the effect becomes 
smaller but also the noise absorbed by the surge killer 
is more liable to be induced in the other signal cable. 
Keep in mind that the reverse effect will thus result. 
Refer to Fig. 4-15. 

(5) Shield cable processing - . 

As aforementioned in Item (l), the shield cables are 
securely used as the signal cables. However, not only 
the effect is reduced but also the adverse effect may 
result unless the shield is properly processed. 
Securely process the shield as follows: 

@ Connect the outer sheath of the shield cable to the 

terminal SD of the servo amplifier connector, and be 
sure to open the other end. Refer to Fig. 4-16 and 
4-17. 

[Example I] 
Normal shield 

[Example 21 
Junction of shield cable 

(Proper) 
aal location 

Fig. 4-16 Connection I of 
shield sheath 

(Proper) (Improper) 

@ Shield sheath processing 
Fig. 4-17 Connection II of shield sheath 

Core cable 

VfnylLat \ 
Prevent the shield rheath 
from being in contact with 
other sheath. 

(a) Processing on the release side 

(b) Process on the terminal SD side 

Wrap this area s& vinyl tape 
for secure fixing, and prevent . 
contact with other part. 

Fig. 4-18 Shield sheath processing 
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@ Grounding the shield sheath 

Though it is sufficient to connect 
the shield sheath to the SD termi- Mounting 

nal of the,connector, the effect 
surface 

can be improved by directly con- 
nect the shield sheath to the 

ground plate of the control panel Ground plate 

as shown below. If the noise 
Clamp hardware 

environment is specially poor, Shield sheath 

the ground plate connection is Fig. 4-19 Shield sheath 
connection 

recommended for the cable of the 

motor detector. 
Partially peel off the cable 
coat to expose the sheath, and 

Cable clampCable 
hardware 

und plate 
press the peeled area against 
the ground plate with the cable 
clamp hardware. If the cables 
are fine, clamp several cables 
with the clamp. 

(6) LG terminal 

Clamped area outline 
.-I .I 

Though the ordinary LG terminal is separated from the 
earth ground, it is sometimes effective to ground the 
LG terminal if it is influenced by external noise. 
However, keep in mind that it will take adverse effect 
if it is insufficiently connected to the earth ground. 

(7) Enforced noise resistance 
To sufficiently gain the Amplifier Metallic tube 

nachine sequence 

performance specified for 
side ____.-__---------.----- ------_---- ._-----.---- 

the servo system, take the Fix& connector Fixing connector 

noise resistant counter- side 

measure referring to Items 

Clj thru (6) aforementioned, Fixin; connector 
. 

If the noise influence can not be avoided, or if the 
signal cable can not be separated from the power cable, 
the signal cable must be routed through the .metallic 

tube to shut out the noise. 
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4-10 Configuration of the input/output terminals 
(1) Servo motor 
@ Always match the phases (U, V, and W) on the motor power 

lead and the phases (U, V, and W) of the amplifier output 
terminals. 

@ If commercial power is applied to the motor terminal (U, 
V, and W), the motor may be demagnetized or burn out. Do 
not connect these other than to the servo amplifier 
output terminal (U, V, and W). 

@ Always ground the unit with the grounding terminal E. To 
ground, connect with the servo amplifier grounding 
terminal and ground through the ground plate in the 
control panel. Refer to sections 4-2 and 4-8. 

@ Prepare a DC24V power supply (1OW or more for HA-SC 
motor, 15W or more for the HA-SA motor) for the brake 
lead of the motor with magnetic brake. 
The servo amplifier ala= power source WD (DC24V) cannot 
be used. Ground termLnalI4 mxew 

180 degree symmetric position 
Note: Use bolts to connect the terminal, 

and connect as shown below. 
Wind insulation tape around the 
connecting part three or four 
times, for proper insulation. 
For the HA-SA type motor, take 
care not to damage the insulated 
part when storing into the 
terminal box. 

Amplifier side Cable for detector:lm 
'$h~na~~ on end) Lead wire for b&e:lm 

,-.--m-m 1 

a4 

- , - (with ialrulated crimp 
terminal (blue) 

'.------~ 
Motor side < 

Wind insulation tape 
three to four times 

Fig. I-20 W&ails of HA-SC terminals 
(Refer to 6 and 7 on the following 

page for the HA-SA motor) 

@ The motor encoder signal wires are color coded as shown 
in Table 4-3. When changing the connector connections, 
refer to this table and Fig. 4-21 "Pin arrangement 
diagram". 

‘I 
: 
i 

i _______ **-*c __----. 

I I I 
': ul 

signal Pin 

.: 
- No. 

Arrangement diagram looked from 
wiring side 
Honda Tsushin connector KR-2ON 

Fig. 4-21 Connector for encoder signals 
Connector pin arrangement diagram 

Table 4-3 Encoder signal wire 
color coding table 

Note: Check a color corresponding 
to the white line, so take 
care not to be mistaken. 
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@ Details of HA-SA motor terminal box 

Standard 

\ Nsa- 
Notor power apply 
lead:3 leads (U,V,W) 
with yimped teminal 

Tbearlpmtectorlaads withinm1a.d 
crimptemiM1(rul/~)1.25-4. 

With brake 

I 

I 

NoLJr parax supply 
Br&ke lead with insu- lead:3 leads (U,V,U) 

latedahptenilm1 
with crimped texmlaA1 

(blm/blne) 1.254. 

Th&&lprotectorleads with insola~ 
ahp terminal (redhad) 1.254. 

Fig. 4-22 Details of HA-SA52 N HZ+SA102 terminal box 

(Note) HA-SA22, 32, 33 are the same as HA-SC 
but have a thermal protector lead. 

@ HA-SA type motor detector connector pin arrangement 
diagram 
Cables are not lead to the HA-SA type motor detector, so 
always provide the cables. Refer to Section 4-5. 

Model name MS3106B20-29s (MS3108B20-29s) 

Positioning key groove position 
I 

. 
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(2) Servo amplifier 

Colm%ction of semnerative option 
W.W') 
Reeove the short circuiting bar 
and connect the regenerative 
option between P-C. 
Use of regenerative option is 
indispensable when it is XR-SC100 
(without the short circuiting h 
bar). 
Servo amplifier could be damaged 
unless the 8hort circuiting bar is 
-Cd. Short circuiting bar 

1 
I T > 
r 

UIcdtodii~thas4ataorabmandtotet. 

i 
paramsmm. . 

-I- 
CPU error lamp 

i 

mpmrimhsvs 
Used during the test mode operation. 0 
see6-3@). -‘- 

q 

OmmcbJrcNl 
heut or output vu+3 c+mtd rigtudt. 
Fkfer to Chapter 9 for tha axpkiation 0” 
signals. 
Se the psragaph (3) 1). far the h~ut of 
pins. 

fConmctioaofmtorthemal 
Proteaor (61, 62) 
when s&SC metor is used: 

Short circuit Gl and G2. 
When RR-SA motor is used: 

Connect with the motor thermal 
' protector termbal. 1 

-J-W(Si 
fbmecttctttaeuthWrminalcfmotcrand 
bringdowlltoth8ulthgmund(d8ss3 
Drwndino of MM. 

\ 
Terminal M screw 

., 

conr#cacN2 
ConmU Wth the motor date&w. 
Scctipurgraph (3)2),forthelayoutof 
pins. 

Detailed view of area B 

Fig. 4-23 Main circuit terminals of servo amplifier 

(3) Connector pin arrangement 
The connector pin arrangement, as viewed from the cable 
connection side, is schematically shown below. In the 
schema , pin No. and signal symbols are indicated in the 
upper line and lower line respectively. 

@ CNl (Connector for general control signals) 

Model: MR-SOM, HONDA 

. - e - - - - - - - - - - e - - -  - - - - -  -  - - - - - - -  - - - -  

!  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - ,  

I  

I  

L. 
I  

I  

1 

: '1 :: 96 85 . . s, 12 II *a , * 7 6 , , ] 2 , I I 
: PP PC NP Nt K. SC RES SON 
; 

m 50 15c15c;l HSN as* f  
--'-'--"-"-'-"'---"--'-------^- ---_---_----___________ 2 

(Note) Signal names quoted here represent those 
for the Position control mode. 

Iat 

. 

* Prepare MR-5OF (female) for the cable side. 
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@ CN2 (Connector for PLG signals) 
Model: MR-20F products of HONDA 

* The cable side will be MN-20M (male). 

Fig. 4-24 Connector pin arrangement 

5. PUSHBUTTON SWITCH OPERATION 
5-l Display description 

Operation of the servo amplifier can be monitored and 
parameter (control variable) can be set by using the 6- 
digit readout in the front panel of servo amplifier. 
The available readout functions include "parameter 
setting", "diagnosis", "external control sequence check" 

and "operation status monitor". 

Fig. 5-l shows the display mode development. For details., 

refer to 10-l and thereafter. 

. 
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Note: When verifying the special parameter, 
turn on SWS-1, 
supply once and 

turn off the power 
resupply the power.,. 

Fig. 5-l Display mode development 
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In 5 sec. after the power is turned on and ]rd-OFF( is 

displayed by the readout, "status monitor" mode is 
selected automatically. 
By pressing "UP" button, display mode can be changed in 

the order from the left to right, shown in Fig. 6-1. 
When this button is pressed 
first, motor speed is dis- 
played as shown to the right. 

In this example, motor speed 
is '0". 
When "DOWN" button is pressed, 

display mode changes in the 
order from the right to the 
left in Fig. 5-l. 
Display mode can be changed step by step from the top 
to the'bottom by pressing "MODE" button. 
When this button is pressed first after the power is 

turned on, "diagnosis" mode is selected. Successive 

two touches of the button causes selection of "user 
parameter" mode. 
To check a user parameter, press "UP" or "DOWN" button 
to call up the corresponding parameter No. after "user 
parameter" mode is selected. 

When parameter No.8 must be called up, for example, press 
"UP" button 8 times. 

5-2 How to read display and how to set parameter 

To read desired data and set desired parameter, button 
under the readout is pressed. 
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(1) Turning power 

Turn on the power with 

"SON" signal turned off. 
rld(-(OIFIF] will be dis- 

(2) 

played and "operation 
status" display mode is 

automatically selected 

in 5 sec. after the 

power is turned on. 

Operation status 

"Cumulative feed back 

pulses" is displayed 

-DATA 

ioooo DOWN 

After power 
turned on rid\-/olFIF 

I (In 5 set) 

Status 
display 

( 1 1 1 ( IO] (Cumulated feed- 
back pulses are 
displayed.) 

first. To change display, press "UP" key (See Fig. 
5-l). 

For the first display, desired variable can be spec- 
ified by using parameter No.24 (refer to 10-4, Table 

I ,  

10-4). 

(3) Parameter 

When "MODE" button is pressed three times successively, 

0~0~3~ 12131 (parameter No.0, data 3fJ23; for MR-SC20) will 

appear. 

By pressing "UP" button, "ADR" (parameter No.) of read- 

out can be changed from 00 to 24 step by step, as shown 

in Table 10-4. 

When parameter No. is selected, the corresponding set- 
ting is displayed by "DATA" section of readout. 

(4) Setting of parameter 

Call desired parameter No. by pressing "UP" or "DOWN" 

button. 
Press "SET" button and display in "ADR" section flickers. . 
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P ‘. 

Set value for "DATA" by pressing "UP" or "DOWN" button. 

Setting can be completed by pressing "SET" button. 
When setting is completed, the next parameter No. 

appears in "ADR" section. 
By repeating these steps, data can be set for other 
parameter. 

Note: Setting of parameter No.0 (motor type), No.1 (servo 

loop type), No.17, and 'No.18 cannot be completed 
unless the power is turned off and then on. 

To set or verify the special parameters, turn 
on SWS-1, turn off the power supply once and 
resupply the power. 
Parameter setting should be made with SON signal 
turned off (if SON signal is on, setting is 
impossible). 

(5) Turning on SON signal 

When SON signal is 
After power 
is turned on. rldl-(olF1F 

1 

SON signal ON [rIdi-loInI-] 
turned on, the cohtac- 
tor closes and the 
system becomes ready 
for operation. 
When SON signal is 
turned on, display 
changes as shown to 

the right. 

(6) Alarm 

Alarm or alarm history 
can be read by pres- 
sing "MODE" button. 

When "UP" button is 

pressed, the previous 

1 
(Cumulative 

Status displayi I I I I IO] feedback 
pulses are 
displayed) 

Current alarm [AIL101 (313]( 
Parameter 
setting fault) 

1Press [UP] switch. 

Previous ararm (AIL11 I I~lO)fo detector) 
signal 

Overspeed lAlLiO/ 1314 

. 
alarm code is displayed. 
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If alarm occurs during operation, it is immediately 

displayed. 
Alarm history is held even after the power is turned 

off. 

(7) Display of status during operation 

Press "MODE." button to call "operation.status" mode 

and then pressure "UP" or "DOWN" button to select - . 
desired variable. 

Setting example 1: 

To set speed control mode for servo loop type (parameter 

No.11 . . . . 

1) Press "UP" or "DOWN" button to set I[ for para- 

meter No. and press "SET" button. 

o When parameter No. is set 

to Im, initial setting 

I(O" appears. 

0 Press "SET" button and 

1 Ol] flickers. 

2) Press "UP" button to set 

1021 for "DATA" and press 

"SET" button. 

0 Press "UP" or "DOWN" but- 

ton to set 1021 for "DATA". 

0 Press "SET" button 

r-5 
[olllolololo~ 
MR'LDATA-' 

SET 

LADR'LDATA-' 

3) Turn off the power and then on. 
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I 

_. .‘I 
, .iB 

I 

I 

j 

I 

/ 
I 
I 

I I 

i 

Setting example 2: Setting of special parameter 

Encoder output division ratio (parameter No.39) 

is set to “2” 

(1) Set the left end switch of 

DTP switch SW5 on the 

amplifier front panel to 

“ON” position, where by 

“special parameter” mode 

is selected. 

(2) Press “MODE” switch to 

change the display mode 

to “special parameter” 

mode. 

(3) Press “UP” switch to set 

11 for parameter No. 

Press “SET” switch and 

r 39 1 will flicker 

SW5 

only this switch is 9 
set to “ON” 

“Special parameter” mode 

is selected. LAOA’-OATA- 

1 is set for parameter No. 

Initial value “1” will appear. 

r 
LAOR’-OATA- 

<SET) 
I 

1 flickers when “SET” 

switch is pressed. LAORJ LOATA---’ 

(4) Press “UP”’ switch to set 
‘I,\’ 

1 2 1 for “DATA”. 

If the display exceeds “2”. 

press “DOWN” switch to 

set IF]. 

(5) Press “SET” switch and the 

fhckering will stop. 

CAORJ LOAlA- 
/I ,\’ 

The setting ends when “!ET” 13l9i 1 I i21 
switch is pressed. LADR’LDATA-J 

Note: In this example, it is assumed that the parameter setting is the 

initial setting. If the parameter setting is other than the initial 

setting, the changed value is displayed for “DATA” (same as for 

“Example 1”). 

. 
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6. OPERATION PROCEDURE 
6-l Setting of switch 7 

Before starting operation, check setting of switch 7 in 

accordance with the pulse train input interface. 

Pulse train input Setting position of Reference 
interface switch 7 

Lower side (OC) -. 

DI 

Open collector 

oc 

Upper side (DI) Refer to 8-5 

DI 
Differential driver 

oc 

. 
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6-2 Initialization 
Each parameter has been set with initial value. 
For successful use of the servo amplifier, initial setting 

must be changed properly for individual application. 
Before starting operation, check the following parameter 

setting and change setting if necessary (refer to 10-4). 

(1) Motor combination (Parameter No.0) 
Set the parameter according to the motor to be used. The 

motors that can be driven with each amplifier are shown 
in Table 6-l. 
However, a parameter error will occur when set to other 

settings. If the motor is run with a motor and amplifier 

combination other than that shown in the table, the motor 
may be damaged. 

Table 6-l Parameter setting value list 

Names of I I servo motors HA-SCOS! 
that can be m-SC13 
combined 

Settable 
parameters 

I I 
Note: The shaded values are the serve amplifiers initial values. 

[Parameter setting procedure] 

Motor 
series 

Motor rating 

m-sc 10 20 40 60 100 f==Efier 

HA-SC 3 0531 13 23 43 63 
22 I52 102 

IMotor 

B 
inertiaj 1 A 

I - I J)L I'"' 
I NA-SAW 

(Flat) 2 I32 15-3 lvrm 
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(2) Servo loop type (Parameter No.1) 
Parameter No.1 is initially set to "positioning control", 
no regenerative option unit (when MR-SClOO, MR-RB082 has 
been set in Pr.1). Therefore, to operate with other 
controls, the initial setting must be changed. 

(3) Command pulse multiplication (Parameter No;2, 3) 
When the servo amplifier is used for positioning control 

or positioning/speed control, the initial setting must be 

set according to the machine system or command unit 
specifications. 

@ Set the command pulse multiplication (parameter No.2 
(CMX), No.3 (CDV)) according to the machine system, so 
that a fraction does not occur in the amount of machine 
movement per reference pulse. 

[Setting example] 

The following relation exists between the movement amount 
per one motor rotation AS [mm], movement amount per one 
command pulse AP [mm], motor feed back pulse number Pf 
[pulse1 I and parameters CMX, CDV. 

CMX 
GE) -BP+ 

The Pf value is as follow according to the motor series 
used: 

HA-SC series: 8000 [pulses] 
HA-SA series: 12000 [pulses] 

With the above formula, if a HA-SC motor is used, and 
AS=10 [mm], and AP=O.OOl [mm] the following will be 
obtained. 

(ii%) 8000 4 = 0.001 x 10 = T 

Therefore, CMX=4 and CDV-5 will be set in the parameters. 
Refer to Table 10-4 for the parameter setting ranges. 

@ Set the relation of the input pulse frequency from the 
control unit and the motor speed with the command pulse 
multiplication. 

i 



[Setting example) 

I  

To run the motor at 3000 r/min. with an input pulse 
frequency of 200 kpps with the positioning unit AD71. 
With the following formula: 

fo x (E) = pf6; No 

Using the HA-SC motor, the pulse frequency is fo=200x103 
[PPS], motor speed No=3000 [r/min.], the following will 
be obtained. 

8000 x 3000 
@%= 60 x 200 5; lo3 = 2 

Therefore CMX=2, and CDV=l will be set for the 
parameters. 

(4) Positioning loop gain (Parameter No.5) 

When the servo amplifier is operated in positioning mode 

or positioning/speed control .mode, parameter No. 5 should 

be set for load inertia. 

For method of setting, refer to Table 10-4 and para. 6-4. 

(5) Speed loop gain and speed integral compensation (para- 

meter No.6, 7) 

For parameters No.6 and 7, settings should be made in 
accordance with load inertia. 

For method of settings, refer to Table 10-4 and para. '6- 
4. 

(6) Speed reference 1, 2 or 3 (Parameter No.8, 9 or 10) 

When speed reference or speed limit is internally set, 

set parameter No.8, 9 or 10 in accordance with desired 
speed of motor. 
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6-3 Test operation 
Perform test operation in accordance with the following 
procedure: 

(1) Turning on the power 
Make sure SON signal is off, then turn .on the power (3- 

phase 200V). 
rIdI-jo(FIF ] appears in the readout initially. -.. 

In 5 sec. after the power is turned on, "operation 

status" display mode is established. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Parameter setting 

The parameters are set initially as shown in Table 10-6. 
Change setting(s) if necessary (refer to 10-4, 10-S and 
10-6, 6-2). 

Turing on SON switch 

After parameter setting is completed, turn on SON switch, 
then the contactor in the servo amplifier will close. 

When the motor is operated for positioning mode, make 
sure terminals LSP (forward stroke end) and LSN (reverse 
stroke end) are connected to SG (common). 
If they are not connected, the motor does not start. 

Operation 
Start the motor at low speed 
to check direction of rota- 
tion, sound and vibration of 

the motor. 

Counterclockwise 

If motor operation is not in 
good condition, or alarm 
occurs, refer to para. 7-1 to 

remedy. 
In the case of operation in torque control mode, the . 
motor may run out of control if it is operated without 
load. 

For safety, therefore, start the motor from low speed. 
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(6) 

(7 1 Regular operation under loaded condition 

(8) 

0 
. 

. 

Coupling of motor to machine 

After test operation of the motor alone, couple the motor 

to a machine and try test operation. During test 

operation, check emergency stop function and interlock 

functions. 

If alarm occurs during operation, refer to 7-l to remedy. 

Perform regular operation with the motor under loaded 

condition and check the monitor operation status. 

1) Regenerative brake load . . . Display: [~ldl Illolo) 

2) Effective load . . . . . . . . . . . . Display: 1~1~1 11loloJ 

3) Peak torque . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Display: [J/b1 11 loloj 

In practice, it is recommended that these variables are 

below about 80%. 

If any variable exceeds )OO%, (I) lighten the load, (II) :, - 
prolong accel./decel. time, or (m) decrease start stop 

frequency. 

For details of readout display, refer..to 5-1 and Sec. 10. 

TEST mode operation t:. c - 

Perform motor test operation without using control signal 

(CN) l 

This test operation should not be operated under the . 

motor coupled with a machine. : 

Otherwise, driven component of machine might hit the 

stroke end. 

Parameter setting 

Set parameter No.1 in the position control mode. 

Set 1 for parameter No.42. (Test mode operation is 

possible.) _. 

Turn off the power and then on after setting complete. 

. 
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@ Operating pattern 

By setting DIP switch "SW5", desired pattern can be 

selected from the patterns listed below. 

I2 34 WW 

ON Turn off all of them 

s ‘A’ 5 excepting the test 

OFF 

l 2000 r/min. operation 

When the operation signal (SW5-2 above) is turned on, 

the motor will operate with a repetition of the 
following pattern. 

0 200 r/min. operation 

When the operation signal (SW5-2 above) is turned on, 

the motor will operate with a repetition of the 
following pattern. 

@ After the end of test mode operation, set 0 for parameter 
No.42. Set all the switches SW5 to "off" and turn the 

power off and then on (if the switches SW5 are not set to 

"OFF", alarm occurs and operation cannot be resumed). 
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6-4 Optimizing the operating conditions 
The servo amplifier is provided with various parameter 
functions. 
Usually operation goes successfully with the initial 
parameter settings. But if moment of inertia of load is 

excessively large or intense vibrations or noise occurs 
during operation, parameter setting(s) must be changed to 

optimize servo amplifier operation. 

(1) If intense vibrations or noise occurs . . . . . 

If intense vibrations or noise occurs, the servo gain 
setting does not meet the moment of inertia of load 
perhaps. 

0 1 Parameters 
The parameters that may affect vibrations and noise of 
the motor are listed below. 

The initial setting of JL/Jn is approximately 1 and must 
be changed if intense vibrations or noise occurs due to 

large moment of inertia of load. 

Table 6-2 Position control loop gain 
(Parameter No.5 PGN) 

/Moment of inertia of load J,/JII 0 1 1 1 3 I5 

1 Standard t 35 1 25 t 25 1 15 1 
Setting 

I I I 

Maximum 100 80 40 

Table 6-3 Speed control loop gain 
(Parameter No.6 VGN) 

Moment of inertia of load Jt/Jn 0 1 3 5 

Setting 100 100 200 300 

Table 6-4 Speed integral compensation 
(Parameter No.7 VIC) 

Moment of 'inertia of load JL/Jn 0 1 3 '5 

Setting 20 20 30 40' 
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@ Parameter setting procedure 
a.Observation of signal 

A synchroscope is used to 
observe the speed control 
feedback signal with speed 
monitor terminal MO (pin 
No.40) for connector CNl. 
The synchroscope should be 

servo 
mplif ier 

isolated from the ground or 
floor and care should be taken to prevent contact of the 

probes with the servo amplifier casing or other objects. 

b.Setting of servo gain 
1) Set the PGN to a value lower than the standard value. 

Increase the VGN setting up to the value just before 
occurrence of hunting. 

2) Set the VIC,to the optimum value and the VGN as high 
as possible. - Overshooting caused by low gain *Itins 

\ 

3) When the optimum speed spcc* 
control loop gain (VGN) is I 
achieved in steps 1) and 

21, set the PGN so that 
1 /- ?&wi=$E by high 

overshooting does not occur -- 

1 

TI?lW 
at stop. 

Note: When the speed control feedback signal (speed 
monitor) is observed with a synchroscope, the 
waveform will appear as discontinuous signal as 
shown to the above Fig. (in case of short 
acceleration time). 

(2) If shorter stop time constant is desirous . . . . . 

The stop time constant may 
be decreased by increasing 
the position control loop 
gain (PGN).. 
But if the setting of PGN 
\ is excessively high, 
undershooting or intense 
vibrations may occur. 

. 

Remaining pukes 
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(Ref.) Position control loop gain and remaining pulse with 
the following formula . . . . . (6.1) 

& f =- 
KP 

where, E : Remaining pulses 
f : Command pulse frequency (pps) 
Kp: Position control loop gain (rad/s) 

If Kp is excessively high, the motor may-generate 

vibration. If Kp is excessively low, too much 

remaining pulses may cause alarm (large error) 

during high-speed operation. 
Should Kp setting is 6 in operation at 400 Kpps for 
example. 

E = 400 x lo3 
6 % 67 x lo3 (pulses) 

Alarm (alarm 52) will occur if the remaining pulses 
are more than 65 Kpulses. 
In this case, Kp should be set so that the 

following condition is met: 
e < 65 x lo3 (pulses) 

(3) If the motor runs in spite of the speed command is "0" 
during speed servo operation ..*.. 

This problem occurs due to the offset of the input of an 
external speed reference signal (does not occur when the 
internal speed reference command is used). 
To stop the motor. 

@ set "VC offset (parameter No.13) so that the motor does 
not run when speed reference voltage is OV. 

@ turn off start signal (D13, D14) at stop of the motor 
. . . . . control loop changes to position control loop and 
servo lock occurs. 

@ if start signal cannot be turned off, "proportional 
control" mode should be selected (external signal PC'-SG 
"ON") and setting of parameter No.31 (speed proportional 
control) be decreased (about 800 to 980). 
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7. TROUBLESHOOTING 
7-l Investigation procedure and countermeasure for alarm 

occurrence 

The alarm (servo protective function) activates because of 
the following causes. If an alarm occurs, check the alarm 

code on th,e display, grasp the cause and take the suitable 
countermeasure. 

- . 

Note: 
1. In case of the regeneration abnormality protection 

(alarm code AL30) and overload protections 1 and 2 
(alarm codes AL50 and 51), the operation state is held 

in the servo amplifier even if the protective circuit 
is activated. The memorized content can be cleared by 

turning off the external power.supply, but can not be 
cleared with the RES signal. This will not be cleared 

even when the servo on (SON) signal is turned off. 

2. If resetting is repeated by turning off the external 
power supply when the alarm code AL30, 50 or 51 
occurs, overheating may lead to breakage of the 
element. After the cause is securely removed, restart 

the operation. 
3. In case of alarm (Z&30) if the input power supply is 

frequently turned off and then on to reset the system, 
overheat of the discharge resistor unit may cause 
trouble to the servo amplifier. 

Reset the system after the cause of alarm is removed. 
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Table 7-1 Investigation procedure and coutnermeasure for alarm 
occurrence 

Alarm 
code Error/Alarm Cause Check Remedy 

,ED 
CPU) 
ight- CPU error 
.ng 

1. CPU malfunction of 1. Turn the power If it is not recovered 
servo amplifier supply from off to by resetting, replace 

. 
2. &lace the servo 

the unit. 

amplifier. 

1. Since the power Measure the input Recheck the power 
supply capacity is voltage (R, S and T) supply capacity. 

Insufficient voltage insufficient, the with the voltmeter. 
power supply voltage 
drops at the 
starting time. 

AL12 Card failure (MRl) 

2. An instantaneous Check whether an 
power failure of 15 momentary stop occurs 
msec . or more or not. Observe the 
occurs. input voltage with the 

synchroscope . 
Card RG5O4 is Replace the card RG504 Replace the defective 
defective. with a sound one to card. 

check. 

AL13 Card failure (CE) 
Card RG504 is 
defective. 

Replace the card RG504 Replace the defective 
with a sound one to card. 
check. 

AL14 Watchdog (WD) 

1. EPROM is defective. Check the EPROM for Install the EPROM 
installation (location correctly. 
and bending of pin) 

2. Card RG504 is Replace the card RG504 Replace the defective 
defective. with a sound one to card. 

check. 
1. Card RG504 is 

defective. 
Replace the card R&O4 Replace the defective 
with a sound one to card. 
check. 

AL15 Card failure (ME2) 2. External inter- 
ference (noises) 

Check if a relay or Remove the cause of 
valve located near the interference. 
amplifier is in 
operation. 

1. The detector Check visually. Connect properly. 
connector is (See if the connector 
disconnected. is disconnected or 

not. ) 
2. Detector cable is 1. Inspect the cable. Repair or replace the 

defective. (Try replacing the cable. 
Magnetic polarity 
detection error (RD) 

(breakage, short cable. ) Take care so that 
cfrcui t ) 2. Check the detector external force is not 

he magnetic polarit 
of the motor could 

feedback signal, applied onto the cable. 

AL16 
turn the motor by 

- hand, observe U, V, 

r was turned on. 
andW on the printed 
circuit board check 

etection failure. pin J4 with a 
synchroscope, and 
see if they are all 
'H" or "L". 
(Is the cable 
loose? ) 

3. Motor detector is Detector feedback Replace the motor. 
defective. signal check (same as 

above) 
1. Printed circuit Replace.the card RG504. Replace the defective 

board RG5O4 card. 

P 

17 Card failure (A/D) defective 
2. Power PlSR, N15R 

werload. 
Continued to the next page. 
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.lann 
ode Error/Alarm Cause Check Remedy 

1. The detector 1. The connector lock Properly connect. 
connector is screw is insuf- 
disconnected. ficiently tightened. 

2. Visually check the 
connection for 

Non-signal from the disconnection and ' 
detector (NSl) loose connection. 

iL20 The both differential 

1 I 

2. Detector cable is 1. Check the cable. Repair or replace the 
signals of a pair of improper. (Trially replace the cable. 
detectors are “H” or (Cable breakage and cable.) (Take care not to apply 
'L". short circuit.) 2. The curveture radius an external force to 

of the cable is the cable.) 
small. 
(Alarm results on -.- 
the specially 
functional position 
on the half broken 
cable.) 

3. Motor detector is Trially replace the Replace the motor. 

improper. motor. 
1. Ground fault 1. Motor and cable 1. Correct the cable 

grounding grounding 
2. TR failure 2. Replace the motor 

ffi24 Main circuit 2. Error in the con- 1. Motor, cable, TR 
3. Replace the 

abnormality (PC) Perter d.c. line amplifier 
error 

voltage 2. Insufficient power 
capacity 

3. Regenerative TR 
error 

1. Parameter is 
improperly set. 

Check the setting value Properly set the 
of the parameter. parameter. 
Parameter No.1 (Sm) 
Om: Regenerative 

option is not 

Olll: 
provided. 
Regenerative 
option 

02//i: 
RR-RB082. 
Regenerative 
option 
HR-RB32. 

AL30 Regeneration 
abnormality (OR) 

1. Recheck the 1. Reduce the 2. Positioning 
(regeneration) is regenerative brake 
frequent. torque and regenera- 

y;=g 

tion frequency. 2. Attach thi 
(Check whether it is regenerative option 
allowable or not.) 3. Increase the motor 

2. Check the valve of capacity. 
Id. 4. Reduce the load. 

3. Check the inertia. 
3. The power transistor Using the tester, check Replace the unit. 

for regeneration is the resistance of the 
broken. regenerative power 
(Short circuit) transistor. 

Overspeed (OS) 1. Overshoot occurs due 1. Increase the accel- Recheck the accelera- 

1 
to excessively small eration/deceleration tion/deceleration time 

AL31 acceleratfon/deceler- time constant. constant. 
or more of the ation time constant. 2. Trially reduce the 

speed. . 

Continued to the next page. 
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Alar3 
code 

r 

Error/Alarm Cause Check 

1. Trially adjust the 
servo gain. 
Increase (decrease) 
VGN. 
Increase VIC. 
Decrease PGN. 

2. Check the load 
inertia rate. 

3. Increase the 
acceleration/decel- 
eration time 
constant. 

4. Decrease the soeed. 

R-Y 

1. Set again the servo 
gain to the suitable 

2. Overshoot results 
from the unstable 
servo system. value. 

2. If it is not 
recovered by the 
servo gain, 

@Decrease the load 
inertia rate. 

@Recheck the accel- 
eration/deceleration 
time constant. 

perspeed (OS) 
The motor revolution 
speed rises up to 
115% or more of the 
rated revolution 
*speed. 1 

9. Detector signal 
abnormality 

1. Trially replace the 
cable. 

2. Trially replace the 
motor. 

Replace the cable. 

Replace the motor. 

Set the parameter 
properly. 

4. Parameter setting 
error 

:heck whether the set 
speed command is beyond 
:he tolerable speed 
Level since the 
>arameter No.30 (VCR) 
is set at higher side. 

AL32 

:heck U, V, H wires for 
ahort circuit with a 
iester. 

Correct the wiring. 1. U,V,W phases of 
servo amplifier 
output have been 
shorted each other. 

2. Mistaken connection 
of the motor wiring. 
The servo amplifier 
terminals U, V, and 
W do not match with 
the motor terminals 
U. V and W. 

:heck the connection of 
I, V and W cables. 

Correct the wiring. 

3. U, V or 1 phase 
cables of servo 
amplifier output is 
ground. 

Correct if grounded. 1. Using the tester, 
check the short 
circuit of the case 
to the U, V or W 
ichase cable on the 
terminal base. 

2. Using the tester and 
megger tester, check 
the insulation of 
the case of the U, V 
or W phase cable on 
the motor. 

Using the tester, 
measure the resistance 
between the transistor 
module terminals. 
1. Investigate the 

peripheral devices. 
(Check whether the 
1OOV class relay or 
valve is activated 

2. ~e~~tw~ether dirt 
sticks to the 
circuit printed 
board or not. 

Replace the unit or 
rotor. 

vercurrent lOCI 
'More curreni-iian 
allowable flows in 
the d.c. line of the 
servo amplifier. 

4. Breakage of semo 
amplifier transistor 

Replace the transistor 
module or unit. 

5. External noise Recheck the noise 
countermeasure. 
(Refer to item 4-9.) 
Clean the circuit 
printed board off dirt. 

1. Short circuiting bax 
is improperly 
connected on the 
terminal block. 

Short circuiting bar 
should be connected 
.&en regenerative 
option is not provided. 
Short circuiting bar is 
mot connected when 
regenerative option is 
Drovided. 

Connect oq disconnect 
properly. Fervoltage (OV) 

A d.c. line voltage of' 
the converter is 400V 
,or more. , 

Continued to tne next page. 
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Alarm 
code Error/Alarm Cause Check Remedy 

2. Acceleration/decel- 1. Trially increase the 1. Recheck accelera- 
eration time acceleration/decel- tion/deceleration 
constant is small. eration time time constant. 

constant. 
2. Trially reduce the. 

speed. 
Overvoltage (OV) 3. Regenerative Using the tester, Replace the unit. 

AL33 A d.c. line voltage 

I 1 

resistor in the measure the C-to-P 
of the converter is 
400V 

servo amplifier is resistance on the 
or more. broken. terminal block (wait 

for approx. 3 minutes 
after the charge lamp 
goes out). 
Resistance between P +' 
and C - is approx. SOQ. 

4. The regenerative Refer to the alarm code Replace the unit. 
power transistor is AL30-3. 
broken. 

AL35 Data trouble (DE) 

Acceleration rate is 1. Check if electronic 1. Reduce the 
excessively high. gear ratio is electronic gear 

excessively high. ratio. 
2. Check if accelera- 2. Prolong the 

tion time is too acceleration time. 
short. 3. Remove the cause of 

3. Check if a relay or interference 
valve located near (noises). 
the amplifier is in 
operation. 

The parameter data is 1. Check whether dirt, 1. Clean the card off 
broken. etc. sticks to the dirt, and set again 

AL37 Parameter error (PE) card or not. the parameter. 
2. Check the parameter. 2. Replace the card and 

set again the 
parameter. 

1. The motor is 
overloaded. 

1. Check the effective 1. Reduce the load. 
torque (JA state 2. Increase the 
indicating value). capacity. 

2. Measure the motor 
input current (Refer 
to Item 8-2). 

3. Measure the 
temperature rise of 
the motor. 

Motor overheat (OHM) 2. Cable are improperly Are the Gl and G2 on Connect properly. 
connected on the 

AL46 integrated in the 
the thermal block (TE2) 

terminal block connected to the 
(TE2). thermal protector 

terminals of the motor? 
l Only during use of 3. The motor or Check the ambient Run at an ambient 

the HA-SA motor. regenerative option temperatures of the temperature of 0 to 
is insufficiently motor and regenerative +4ooc. 
cooled. option. (0 to +40°C) 

Check whether the oven 
or similar is placed 
around to overheat the 
motor or not. 

4. Hunting results from Refer to the alarm code 
the unstable servo AL31-2. 
syste!m. 

5. The thermal Using the tester, check Replaie the motor. 
protector integrated the continuity between 
in the motor or the thermal protector Replace the regenera- 
regenerative option terminals in the motor tive option. 
is defective. and regenerative 

option. 

c 
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Cause Check 

l..Continuous output Refer to the alarm code 
current of the servo AL46-1. 
amplifier is 
excessive during 
operation. 

AI50 Overload 1 
(OL1) 

2. It collides with the 1. Check whether the 1. Recheck the 
machine. machine collides or operation pattern. 

not. 2. Replace the limit 
2. Check whether the switch. 

stroke end limit 
switch operates . 
properly ox not. 

3. Hunting results from Refer to the alarm code 
the unstable servo AL31-2. 
system. 

4. Wiring in the motor Check the connection of Connect properly. 
is improper. U, V and W cables. 
The terminals U, V 
and W of the servo 
amplifier do not 
match the terminals 
U, V and W of the 
motor. 

1. It collides with the Refer to the alarm code 
machine. ALSO-2. 

2. Hunting results from Refer to the alarm code 
the unstable servo AL31-2. 
system. 

AI5I Overload 2 

b 

to=) 
3. Wiring in the motor Refer to the alarm code 

is improper. ALSO-4. 
The terminals U, V 
and W of the servo 
amplifier do not 
match the terminals 
U, V and W of the 
motor. 

4. A d.c. line voltage Replace the unit. 
drops. 

1. Acceleration/deceler- Check the acceleration! Elongate the accelera- 
ation time constant deceleration time tion/deceleration time 
is excessively constant. constant. 
short. The acceleration 

/deceleration time 
which can follow up 
the motor can be 
calculated through 
the formula (6-l). 

Excessive error (EEX) Calculate the time 
AL52 for check. 

counter exceeds 2. It collides with the Check whether it Recheck the operation 
machine. collides with the pattern. 

machine. 
3. The servo gain PGN Trially increase the Set the suitable value. 

is set to be value of FGN. 
excessively low. 

4. Detector signal Refer to alarm code 
defective AL20 . 

5. Drop in a d.c. line Replace the unit. 
voltage in the unit. 
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7-2 Troubleshooting 

If trouble occurs with the servo motor or amplifier, find 

the cause and remedy in accordance with the following chart: 

(1) Motor does not start. 

otor does no 
tart at all. v 

Check main circuit. 

t 
Check LED readout. 

o Check that servo amplifier power NFB 1 ‘. 

I is closed. 
. . . When power is not on, LED read- 

out does not turn on. 
o Check connection b'etween motor and 

amplifier for phase sequence(U,V,W). 
. . . Motor does not start if connec- 

tion is not correct. 

o Check that display [m appears _ 
"servo ON" signal is given. 

0 Check setting of parameter No.01 
(servo loop type). 

I 
o Check if any alarm code No. is dis- 

played by readout (*current alarm"). 

For positioning control only 

Check that ]Ref. PPS 1 is correct . . . . 
. . . If not, check control unit and I 

I signal circuit. I 
I 0 If 1 Cumulative reference pulses 1 are I 

excessive, excess error may cause 
alam (alarm No.52). 

I Use stroke end limit switch, etc. to ~. .-.-I 
connect both LSP and LSN (CNl) to SG 

27 ;,','z;z I:,. If stroke end 
functron 2s not used, drrectly connect 

1 

Speed control 
or torque control 

I 1 

If both SIl and Sl'2 are not connected 
or connected to Sk at the same time, 
motor does not start. 

Increase torque limit level. 
Note too low torque limit may cause 
excess error (alarm No.52) . . . . in 
positioning control. 

Release motor from mechanical brake. 
When magnetic brake is used, turn on 
the brake to release motor- 

I 
Servo amplifier is 
defective. I 
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(2) Motor rotation is unstable. 

-1 
Y Y 

I 

Check the power transformer 
capacity,power circuit and load. 

l- 

Positionins control 
Check reference pulse 

- signal phase and waveform 
(PP, -1 

l 1 

Improve the noise 
protection. 

Shorten wire length. 
Long wiring may cause 
distortion to signal 
waveform. 

Remedy or replace 
control unit. 

1 

Speed control 
Is reference signal 

- voltage stable? 
(Check pin: VC) 

< 

stable when 
internal refer- 

(continued) 
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Check signal from 
detector. 

r 
~ Check phase and waveform of feedback 

signal from detector. 
(Check pins: A,B,Z) 

control becomes unstable or alarm (OHM, OL, etc.) 
may occur if parameter setting do not meet load. 

capacity. 

If load caused by friction is excessive, 
hunting may occur at creeping speed, and 
positioning may become inaccurate. 

-\ 0 Reduce load 

0 Increase motor 
capacity. 

< 
play or reson- 
ante in mecha- - nisv 
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(3) Positioning is inaccurate. 

ositionins is 

Amount of error 
is always same. 

Check parameter setting (02, 03). 

Check positioning program. 
* Is programmed data correct? 

- o Is program suitable for machine system? 
0 Is error compensation set properly? 

1 
Error occurs fre- 
quency under the 
same operating 
conditions. 

') 
5 Check positioning pro- 

gram. 

Error occurs 
irregularly. 

Check noise protection. 
. 

Check phase and waveform Check noise protection. 
4 of reference pulse signal.- Check external refer- 

ence signal source. I 

Check phase and waveform 
--c of feedback signal from 

detector 
(Check pins: A,B,Z) 

Prolong dwell time 
(deceleration time) 
Reduce load inertia. 

* 
I Yes 

Deselect proportional control 

~~~~ 

LnerLLe 
parameter VGN or 

PGN properly. . I 
Against excessively large loa‘d 
inertia, it may not be adjusted 
bY&-$g%&==~=$s-W 

. 
reduce load inertia or in&se 
mo_tor capacity. 

-1 <cw Improve mechanism. 1 
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(4) Home position iS floating. 

ome positio w is floating. 

4 
Check proximity 
dog active 

i length. 

Check if signal 
is accompanied 

,is ] with nc ;e. j 

<?t$gj&$ 
signal down-edge? 

Yes 

I 

Locate proximity dog properly in 
reference to Z-phase signal down point. 

o Decrease home return speed. 
No _, e Increase proximity dog 

active length. 

I No 

If noise protection is in good 
it is likely that 

detector is defective. 
6 A 

Check if *clear" signal 
is accompanied with noise. I 

. 

< 

r 

NO 

or positioning control unit. 
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8. MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION 

8-1 Cautions and inspection 

If any trouble occurs with your servo system, perform 

inspection in accordance with the following instruction: 

CAUTIONS 

MELSERVO-SC servo amplifier uses large capacitor. 

After the power is turned off, the capacitor.remains 

charged for a while. 

Before making inspection, check that the CHARGE lamp 

(red lamp on P.C. board) is off. 

Parts at upper portion of P.C. board RG60 to RG69 are 

at high voltage. during inspection, take care not to 

touch these parts. 
Do not use a megger to check insulation resistance, 

withstand voltage, etc. Otherwise the servo amplifier 

might be damaged seriously. 

General inspection 

(1) 
(2) 

Is alarm code displayed? 

Is the same trouble reproducible (check alarm his- 

tory)? 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Are temperature of motor and servo amplifier, and 
ambient temperature normal? 
When does the trouble occur? (during acceleration, 

deceleration or. constant-speed operation)? 
Is direction of rotation of the motor correct? 

Did instantaneous power failure occur? 

Does the trouble occur when specific operation is 

done or specific reference signal is given? 

Does the same trouble occur frequently (what is 

the frequency)? 
. 

(9) Did the trouble occur when load was applied to the 
motor? 

(10) Did the servo motor or servo amplifier be remedied 
in the past? 

(11) How long have the servo motor and servo amplifier 

been used? 
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(12) Is the iupply voltage proper? 
Does voltage regulation change remarkably during 
operation? 

8-2 Voltage and current measurement 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Motor voltage measurement 

Voltage output from the 

servo amplifier is under 
PWM control and there- 
fore has pulse waveform. 
To measure this type of 
voltage accurately, use 
a filter circuit shown 

to the right and a 
rectifier type voltmeter. 

Motor current measurement 

Servo 
amplifier 

(1544 or more) 

Non-polarity +- 
capacitor 

voltmeter 

Since pulse waveform of current is transformed to sine 

waveform by reactance of the motor, a moving core type 
current meter can be used. 

To measure power, use an electrodynamometer type 

instrument. 

Other instruments 

When a synchroscope or digital voltmeter is used, do 
not ground it. Use an instrument requiring input cur- 

rent less than MA. 
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8-3 Periodic inspection 

The servo amplifier is a static equipment, and requires 

no daily maintenance and inspection. 

However, perform inspection at least yearly. 

The servo motor is of brush-less type, and requires no 

periodic maintenance. 

But,it is recommended to check for sound level and 
vibration from time to time. 

(1) Cautions 

When inspection is made under live condition, pay atten- 

tion to the cautions described in para. 8.1 and 8.2. 

(2) Inspection points 

a. Check if dust deposit is found in the servo ampli- 

fier and clean, if necessary. 

b. Check terminal screws for looseness and retighten. 

c. Check if any component is defective or damaged 

(discoloration due to overheat, open circuit, etc.). 

d. For continuity test of control circuit, use a multi- 

meter (high-resistance range). Do not use a megger 

or buzzer. 

e. Check cooling fan for operation. 

f. Check that motor bearings, brake, etc. do not gener- . 

ate abnormal sound. 

g. Check cables (particularly, detector cable) for 

condition. 

(3) Replacement of components 

the following components wear or deteriorate with time 
and wear or deterioration may adversely affect the 
performance of the amplifier or cause trouble with the 

amplifier and therefore should be periodically checked 
and replaced. . 
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@ Smoothing capacitor . . . . It deteriorates due to ripple current. 

Though the life of the smoothing capacitor depends on 

ambient temperature and service conditions, is should be re- 

placed in 10 years (when used continuously in an air-con- 

ditioned room). 

Since the capacitor may deteriorate suddenly, it should be 

checked at least yearly (every 6 months if it has been long 

used). 

Make visual check for 

a. Casing . . . Swell of side wall or bottom 

b. Sealing plate . . . Remarkable warpage or crack 

C. Relief valve . . . Remarkable extended or opened valve 

Also check the capacitor for visible defect, discoloration, elec- 

trolyte leakage, etc. 

The life terminates when the capacitance decreases to 85% or 

less of the initial capacitance. 

Capacitance can be measured with a capacitometer (various 

capacitometers are available in the market). 

@ Relays . . . . Worn out contacts may cause contact failure. 

The life of relay will be usually 100,000 cycles of operation 

(though it largely depends on voltage and current applied). 

@ Motor bearings . . . . The life of motor bearings is 20,000-30,000 hr 

of operation when the motor is operated at the rated speed 

and under the rated load. If the motor generates foreign 

sound or intense vibrations, it should be replaced. 

I Component Standard life Replacement, etc. 
I 

Smoothing 
capacitor 10 years Replace (the card.) 

I 

Relays Check and determine. 
(Replace the card.) 

Motor bearings 2 N 3 years Check and determine. 
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8-4 Storage 

(1) Motor 

When the motor is kept stored for any length of time, 
pay attention to the following: 

a. Store it in a clean and dry location. 
1 

Storage temperature Storage humidity 

-15OC to +70°c 90% RH or less ~. 

Note: To be free from freezing and 
condensation. 

b. If the motor is stored outdoor or in humid environ- 
ment, cover it properly to prevent entrance of rain 
water and dust. 

c. When once used motor is stored long, apply anti- 
corrosive compound to shaft and other unprotected 
surfaces. 

(2) Servo amplifier 

It is not recommended to store the servo amplifier 
long. If long storage is necessary, store it with 
the following caution. 

a. Store it in a clean and dry location. 

Storage temperature Storage humidity 

-15°C to +6S°C 90% RH or less 

Notes: 

1. To be free from freezing and condensation. 
2. Storage temperature shown above is for 

short-term storage. 

b. Because it is of open construction, take care not 

to allow entrance of dust and foreign matter. 
. 
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8-5 Layout on the printed circuit'board 

Check pins and switches are laid out as shown in 

Fig. 8-1. Though the ordinary inspection and state 

check are carried out by the key setter and indicator, 

check the following states and signals as necessary. 

The switches which are designated Waker setting pur- 

pose" shall not be operated by the user. 

0 1 LED 

Table 8-1 LED 

CPU error Located on the printed circuit board 
indication .w;580. It is lit when the CPU error 
lamp (red) . occurs in the servo amplifier. 

@ Switches 

The following switches are provided. Set the switches 

according to the operation purpose. 

Table 8-2 Setting switch list 

Printed 
board 

RG580 

. IGso4. 

Switch 
name 

MODE 

UP 
DOWN 
SET 

-~ 
SW-5 

1 

SW-5 
2 to$ 

SW-6 

m-7 

Set at 
delivery 

Function 

Push- Used for display of state 

button and alarm and setting of 

switch parameter. 
(Refer to the Chapter 5) 

It is turned on to set the 
OFF special parameter and check 

the maintenance parameter. 

OFF Maker setting purpose or 
.-test mode operation. 

OFF ' Maker setting purpose 

In accordance with the pulse 
DI train input interface, 

l Open collector type 
oc . . . Lower side (OC) 

-* Differential driver-type 
. . . Upper side (DI) 



@ Check pins 

The functions and voltage waveforms of the check pins 
on the printed circuit board are shown below. The check 

pin terminals are located on the printed circuit board'&04 

For pin locations, refer to Fig. 8-l. 

Table 8-3 Check pin list 

'l&&al Signal Ground 
name name terminal Signal, content and waveform 

W Motor w-phase current 
52 v 52(G) Motor V-phase current 

G Control ground 

-1 The waveform is different 
depending on the load, etc. 

IW/IV 

Note: 1. Rated cur&&t is indicated in P-P 
value, ( ) indicates r.m.s. value. 

2. Converted value is equivalent 
to p-p value. 

Continued to the next page. 
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ti Signal Ground 
anre name terminal .Si&l, content and waveform 

A Encoder Phase A 
54 B J2 (G) Encoder Phase B 

z Encoder Phase 2 

/-TzzF-j 
CCW revolution viewed from the 
load shaft of the..motor. 

A 1-i ;;.A: +, 
a ale -al 

I 1. 
ee 

' + To ~~ZLf%Xion 

60 
==NxA 

(set) 

N: Motor revolution [r/n&n.] 
A: Encoder divisions 

HA-SC motor 2000 P/R 
HA-SA motor 3000 P/R 

a, b. c. d=fT+$T 

To=T-3T 

u Encoder Phase U' 
54 'V 52 (G) Encoder Phase V- 

W Encoder Phase W 

-1. 

cm revolution viewed from the load 
shaft of the motor 

+ ;--1 r--l--'o.~;H;~v 
e I ,,"., I 

I II II 
1 J 1 

I I 7 

==E% 
11: Notor rovolutbn [r/ti.l 

a-f=g.h*i*k+&jT 

One motor revolution . 

LG -1graund 

J7 .P5 57(z) +5V (4.75 to 5.25V) 

N15 -337 (-14.25 to -3.5.7N) 

Pl5' +l5V (14.25 to l5.7N) 

Interfacesigxmlgraad 
57 J7(sG ) 

P24 4-247 
- 
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SW-7 DI 
Ill-- u 

oc 

Ult, 
.~.~.~.~.~..-.:.:.:.:.~.~.~.~ . . . . -...-. . . . . . . . 

Fig. 8-1 Layout drawing of printed circuit board 

(Note) 52, J4, J7 shcw check pins. 
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9. INPUT/OUTPUT TERMINALS 
9-1 Description of terminals 

Table 9-l Terminal list 

Terminal Terminal 
'*01 No. 

Description 

Connect to the commercial power 
XC power 
SUPPlY R,S,T supply (200V/SOHz or 200/220/23OV/ 

60Hz). 

Servo Connect to the motor terminals 
mplifier u,v,w TEl (U,V,W . . . phase sequence may not 
xltput be changed). 

When using the regenerative option 
Discharge unit, connect it between P-C. In 
resistor units that have a short-bar 
for regera- P,D,C mounted between P-D at shipment(MR- 
tive brake SC40, MR-X60), remove the short- 
(option) bar when connecting the 

regenerative option unit. 

Motor 
protec- 
tion 

Connect to motor thermal protector Gl,G2 TE2 terminal (red). 

Ground 

Connected to ground (internally 
connected to the neutral point of 

+ TEI power filter, and chassis). 
l Surely grounded together with 

motor ground at one point. 
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Table 9-2 CNl 

Signal name 

rvo on 

f/o class- Control 

s-1 z 
Description of function, application f fication mode 

. 
: (Note i; 

operation becomes ready as the servo on 
SON 9 signal terminal and SG terminal are short- 

circuited. 

Reset RES 
As the reset terminal and SG terminal'is 

12 shortcircuited for more than 50 msec, the 
alarm, etc. is reset as the base with power 
on. 

Forward/reverse run stroke end LS terminals 
under position control siode. 

Forward run LSP 24 As SG is opened, the torque is not aene- 
stroke end LSN 2s rated.Opgmsite side run can be operated. P 

Reverse run 
Use the stroke end LS (or directly if there... 

stroke end is no LS) and shortcircuit with SG. 

or 

Forward run 
start . 

Reverse run 
start 

It becomes the motor start signal under the 
speed control or torque control mode. 
If it is connected between STl-SG under the 
speed control mode, motor is operated in 
forward direction (CCW) or in reverse run 
direction EN) by’connecting STZ-SG. If' ST1 24 

ST2 '25 both ST1 and ST2 are opened, it stops and 
the servo lock is activated.' Under the DI-1 s, c 

torque control mode, the torque occurrence 
mode (fon?ard/reverse run, pow;; ruu;z/ 
regeneration) is determined. 
them =e opened,the torque is not gene- 
rated. 

Clear 

B 

Clear terminal under the position control 
mode. 

CR 27 If the connection with SG is shortcircuited, P 
the position control counter is cleared at 
the touch down edge. 

Speed select signal terminal under the 
speed control or torque control mode. 
If Dll-SG is shortcircuited, it is operated 

Speed I select DIl 23 
with the.speed set by the internal para- 
meter scl. 

Speed P select DI2 27. If DSI-SG is shortcircuited, it is operated St c 
Wrth the Speed set by sc2. I f  both connec- 
tions are shortcircuited; it is operated 
with the speed set by SC3.' To operated with 
external speed, open both of them. 

Control mode 
select 

I f  DIO-SG is shortcircuited under the posi- 
DIO 23 tionbpeed, speed/torque or torque/position 

select mode, the speed, torque and position 
control modes are selecte? respectively. 

Ready RD 49 
Ready output terminal. iiith the state of 
servo on and ready, the connection with SG 
is established. 

Positioning complete output terminal. 
Positioning When it is within the positioning complete 
complete or PF 48 range under the position control mode, it is 
speed achieved conducted if it is under the speed control PI s 

mode and the motor speed is within +/-158 of 
setting speed. 

Torque limit 
on or speed 
limit on 

TLC 

Torque limit on output terminal. 
If it enters into the motor, torque limit DO-l . 

44 range, the connection with SG is establish- 
ed. It is conducted if it enters into the 
speed limit range under the torque control 
mode. 

0 speed detec- 
tion ZSP 45 Connection with SG is established when the 

motor speed is SO rpm or under. 

When' the protection circuit and bdse shut 
ALN 7 down are activated, the connection wi*JI SG 

is opened. 

Continued.to'the next page. 
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I/O class- Control 
Signal name Symbol ;= Description of function, application ification mda 

. (Note 1) 

Driver power 
supply 

Driver power supply for interface. 

VDD 46, 47 
About 24VDC is output. . Tolerable current 
Max. 200 mA (Make it less than 200 mA the 
sum of connnand unit and I/O relay drive.) 

Conmcm SG 13, 14, 
Contactor input signal consnon terminal. . 

26, 30 
Not connected to the common of control 
circuit. 

Forward run PP 
pulse array 

PG 

Reverse run NP 
pulse array 

NG 

Speed cosanand VC 

Forward run pulse array input terminal. 
18 Gives the pulse array from the pulse array 

generating unit such as NR-PO, AD71, etc. 

17 Same as above. Differential input terminal. DI-2 P 
16 Reverse run pulse array input terminal. 

15 Same as above. Differential input terminal. 
speed comnan d input terminal. 
flOvDc. 

Applies 0 - 

When +lOV is applied, the motor runs at 
33 

the rated speed to the CCR direction. 
When -lOV is applied, it runs at the rated 

Analog s c 

speed to the CW direction. 
input ) 

ante 10 - 12 kfl. 
Input res&st- 

Set the speed limit value 
under the torque limit mode. 

Torque limit 
comand (+) or - 35 
torque control 
command 

(+) torque limit command input terminal. 
Forward run regeneration, reverse run power 
running. 
APPLY 0 - +1ovDc. When +lOVDC is applied, 
if the external torque limit signal (TL) is 
turned on, it is limited to the max. 
current. IllpUt reSiStS%ICe fS 10 w 12 kQ. 

Input the torque command (MV/max. torque) 
under the torque control mode. 

Torque limit 
connaand (-) TIAN 

. . (-) torque limit command input terminal. 
Valid with the reverse run regeneration, 

Analog 

forward run power running. 
input 

38 APPLY 0 --1OVDC. When -1OVDC~is applied, 
' if the external torque limit signal (TL) is 

turned on, it is limited to the max. cur- 
rent. Input resistance 10 - 12 kq. It is 
invalid under the torque control mode'. 

Monitor MO 40 
Motor speed or torque is output with the 
internal selection. Max.tlOV,. 21 mA (about t:",izf 
t8V/max. revolutions,. max. torque) 

P15R 
+15VDC power supply terminal.' Used for the. 

1 speed command power supply, etc. Tolerable 
DC power supply 

current Max, 30 OaA 

NlSR 2 
-15VDC power supply terminal. Used for the 
speed command power supply, etc. Tolerance 
current max. 30 mn 

Control common 15G 4, 5, 34 Common terminals for control signals, not 
36,39,41 connected with SC. 

Shield 

Encorder out- 
put (open 
collector 
NV&hod) 

SD 6, 37 Connects the one side of shield wire. 
[For NA-SC motor] 

FPA 32 With PPA, ?PB, 2000 Pulses (xl/l~x1/256) are 
output for oath tunt of the motor. with OP, 1 . 
pulse is output par turn of the notor. 
when the motor is revolving in the CCw direction, DO-2 

FPB 31 
the Pulse of DA is ahaad of PPB by r/2. 

(For m-8A motor] 

OP 50 

With PPA, FPB, 3000 Pulses (x1/1-1/256) are output . 
for each turn of the motor. With OP, 1 pulse is 
output per turn of the motor. 
When the notor Ls revolving in the CCU direction, 
the pulse of ?PA is ahead of PPB BY a/2. 

Notes: 
1. It means the special pins for control mode P (position), S (spaad) and C (torque). Pins not 

marked are cowon wtth P, S and C. . 
2. Refer to Section 9-3 on details of the relation of the command voltage polarity and orientation. 
3. The torque limit fUWtioSI i6 invalid at 6hipcPrrf. 

signal (TL) with parameters No.17 and 19. 
To validate, give the external torque limit 

Refer to P.83. 
TIAP it always valid during the torque control mode operation. 
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9-2 Input/output interface 

inprt-(DC11 =W-OW 
Use the miniature relay or open collector TR to give the Lamp, relay or photouwpler can be driven. 

Note) install .an absorber (D.C.) for the inductive load and a 
rush current limit resistor (R) for the lamp load. 

Pulse allay input illtehe (DC2) 
-wartput- 

- ope?lamedor *Differential driver Pw 

Max. 2OOkpps Max. 200kpps Open coItector 
Output current Max. 5OmA 

-L 

1 Set to down the 
swltoh 7 of PCB. 

(setting at shipment) cl 

DI 

P switd17 of PCE. 
oc 

. 
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9-3 Control signals and operation modes 

0 1 Torque limit signal (TLAP, TLAN) 

The relationship between torque limit reference signal 
and operation mode in position control and speed cont- 
rol operation is shown below. To use torque limit, 
turn on TL (external torque limit) signal. 

Pay attention to polarity of TLAP and TLAN. __ 

Torque limit signal 
Signal Signal voltage 

Operation mode 

TLAP Fwd reg. +0,05 to +1ov brake Rev run 

TLAN -0.05 to -lOV Fwd run Rev reg. 
brake 

0 2 Monitor 

Relationship between speed or torque monitor output 
and operation mode is as listed below. 

Monitor 
Operation mode 

8 output 0 output 
+8v output 

Speed Forward Reverse Rated speed 

I Torque 1 Rev run 1 Fwd run 1 Max. torque I 

0 3 Selection of direction of rotation 

Relationship between combination of external speed 

reference signal (VC) and forward/reverse start sig- 
nal (STl, =2), and direction of rotation of motor in 

speed control operation is listed below. 

* Ext. speed reference Fwd start Rev. start 
WC) polarity , Sl!l ON SE? ON 

0 plus Fwd run Rev run 

I 0 minus 
1 

I 
I 

Rev run 1 Fwd run 1 
1 I 
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i4 3 Speed selection 

Relationship between speed select signal (DIl, 

D12) and external speed reference signal in speed 

control or torque control operation is listed below. 

Speed reference DIl D12 

1st speed (SCl) ON -OFF 
Speed set - 
by 2nd speed (SC2) OFF ON 
parameter 

3rd speed (SC3) ON ON 
I I I I 

1 External speed reference(VC) 1 OFF 1 OFF 1 

0 5 Torque type selection 

Relationship between combination of forward/reverse 

start signal (al, sT2) and torque control signal 

(TLAP) , and torque type in torque control operation 

is listed below. 

Torque reference Operation mode 
TLAP polarity ST1 ON ST2 ON 

3 plus I Rev run I Fwd run I 

0 minus I Fwd run 1 Rev run I 

. 
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10. DISPLAY AND PARAMETER LIST 

16-l Operation status monitor 

During operation, variables listed below can be displayed 

for monitor. 
Desired variable can be selected even during operation 
by pressing [VP] or I=] button. 
Usually, variable can be read in the order listed below. 

It is, however, possible to place a desired variable to 
the head by the parameter No.24 (refer to 10-4). 

Table 10-l Status monitor display list 

Name SW Range/unit Description 
bol (display example) 

Amount of motor rotation is 
displayed in terms of pulses. 
HA-SC motor 8000 pulses/rev, 
HA-SA motor 12000 pulses/rev. 
If cumulative pulses exceed 

Cumulative 
feedback 
pulses 

-999999 pulses 999999, count returns to "0". 
to When "SET" button is pressed, 
999999 pulses the readout is reset to "0". 

For reverse rotation, all dis- 
played numerals are accompanied 
with decimal point. 

pIlmmm/ ;-T-n-IT] 1-1 
(Reverse ) 
rotation 

(Forward ) 
rotation 

Motor 
speed 

Motor speed is displayed. 
For reverse rotation, symbol 
(-1 is placed at head of 

-3OOOr/min to numerals. r 3000r/min 
FlTzmaq Itrl Irl 

(Reverse 1 
rotation 

(Forward I 
rotation 

Continued to the next 
page l 
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Name 

Remaining 
pulses 

Cumulative 
reference 
pulses 

Xeference 
>ulse 
:rain 
frequency 

sym 
bol 

'E 

P 

PA 

P==- 
-20000 pulses 
to 
20000 pllses 

-99999 pulses 
to 
99999 pulses 

-200kpps to 
200kpps 

Description 
(display example) 

Remaining pulses are displayed. 

For reverse rotation,.all dis- 
played numerals are accom- 
panied with decimal point. 

tm tFlIIlm u-1 

( A negative 
number ) ( 

A positive 
nwWr 1 

Input positioning reference 
pulses are displayed. 
Value not subjected to pulse 
multiplication (CMX/CDV) is 
displayed. Pulse count may 
not meet cumulative feedback 
pulses. 
When count exceeds 99999, it 
returns to "0". 
The readout can be reset to 
"0" by pressing "SET" button. 

For reverse rotation, all 
displayed numerals are accom- 
panied with decimal point. 

L-4 ipIj rirmmml 
(Reverse ) 
rotation 

(Forward ) 
rotation 

Input positioning reference 
pulse train frequency is dis- 
played. 
Unit is KPPS when decimal 
point is used, and PPS when 
decimal point is not used. 
Value not subjected to pulse 
multiplication is displayed. 
For reverse rotation, symbol 
(-1 is placed at head of 
numerals. 

1pIAI-1210 lElaiml& 
(Reverse (Forward (Forward 
rotation rotation rotation 
20okpps) 1OOPPS) 200kpps) 

Continued to the next page. 
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.,--- ISym- I I Description 
I\ dlllt: bol crcrr1y cz, UllJ. L (displav example) 

Speed reference signal (speed 
Speed limit) voltage is displayed. 
reference F 
signal 0 to +1ov It is 1OV at full range. 

voltage 1-J [mu !!=I 1 1 .I 1nJ 

( Reverse 
rotation 1 

(Forward ) 
rotation 

Reverse 
torque Reverse torque limit-signal 

limit UP 0 to 1ov voltage is displayed. 

signal 
voltage 

gqmpip! 

Forward 
torque 1 Forward torque limit signal 

limit Un 0 to -lov voltage is displayed. 

signal 
voltage 

~llO.IO IO! 

Regenerative brake load is 
displayed in terms of percent- 
age to permissive regenerative 
brake duty. 

Regener- 
ative It depends on whether optional 

load Ld 0 to 100% discharge resistor is used or 

ratio not (parameter 1 should be set 
properly). 

[Lidi lllOlO) 

Load 
ratio 

. . 

Continuous and effective load 

JA 5 to torque is displayed. 
about 250% 

~7iriTroEl 

Peak torque during acceleration 
or deceleration is displayed 
in %. 

Peak 
load 
ratio 

0 to The maximum motor torque is 
Jb 

about 300% assumed 100%. 

. 

Continued to the next 
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10-2 Diagnosis indication 

This display mode is selected to check external control 

sequence. 

Table 10-2 Diagnosis display list 

Name 

Zontrol 
sequence 

Display Description 

The system is not ready for 

I~~~~~~] ~~~f"~~~~i,, appea& during 
L-ADRJ-DATA- initialization after or before 

servo ON, or during alarming. 

The system is ready for opera- 
tion. 
This display appears when 
initialization is completed 
after the power is turned on, 
indicating that operation can 
be started. 

Status (ON or OFF) of external 
input or output signal is dis- 
played. 
Upper vertical line of each 
LED segment corresponds to 

External 
I/O 
signals 

LADRJ-DATA- In the example shown to the 
left, all input and output 
signals are on. 
Relationship between segment 
vertical line and input/output 
signal is as shown below. 

.@bte 1Jnput signal pin Np is adapted to state at &i-t. 
(Can be changed with the paramatar Ha 17,18) 

Z-LSP and LSN are glowing continuously under the speed or torque 
control mode. (setting at shipment) . 

Software 
version 

For manufacturer's Control 

Wker con- 
trol number 

For maker control 
. LADRJ-DATA- 
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Name 

Current 
alarm 

Parameter 
error 

Display 

10-3 Alarm indication 

Description 

Current alarm is displayed by 
code No. 
If alarm occurs, priority is 
given to alarm display. 

When parameter data was des- 
troyed and protective function 
is worked (alarm code No.37), 
its parameter is displayed. 
In the example shown to the 
left, parameter No.3 is out of 
order. 
If the parameter is referred tc 
when any error occurs, the dis. 
-play will be as at bottom on 
left. 

Alarm history or parameter error is displayed. 

During alarm, the decimal point at the top digit flickers no matter what 

display mode is used. 

I Name 

I Alarm 
history 

Display Description 
Current alarm and maximum 9 past 
alarms can be displayed in alann 
code No. 
In the example shown on left, 

. 

the latest alann is "33" (over- 
voltage). 
During alarm, the decimal point 
at the top digit (A) flickers 
(flickering oqzrs only in alarm 
condition). 

. 
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10-4 User parameter setting data 

Table 10-4 User parameter setting 

:ontrol Initial 
node settin Unit Range 

7=-T 
No Abbr Description 

Motor type 
Set the motor name. The following settings are 
available according to the combination of the ampli- 
fier and motor beinq used. 

py-pJ-q 
-I-- 

‘OC NTY 

STY 

Set this before 
operation. 
This parameter is 
activated by turning 
off the power supply 
and then turning it 
on a iin. 

Motor 
series Motor rating 

-- -- , ,-.I .I I 
Ifler Imz-SC I - I I” '~"'~0!60!100~ I  - -  . . -  mw 

IHA-SC 1 3 lOS3l 131 73 1 A7 - - - - - - - - .J 63 

IiA-SA 0 
22 52 102 

Motor 
33 53 103 

0000 

I 
J 

- 

Before operation, first 
set this. 
This parameter is put 
into action by turning 
off the power supply 
once and resupplying 
the power. 
No&r Always use the re- 

generative option unit 
for WR-SClOO, and the 

itial value is 0100. 
set 0000, parameter 

-. 
I, 

HA-SA-L 1 1 1 1 - I52 1102 
HA-SA-U 1 2 1 I32 I52 1102 

Servo loop (control mode) selection: 
Servo loop (control mode) can be selected and optioni 
discharge resistor unit can be used. 

,Ol 00: Positioning (pulse train) 
01: Positioning (pulse train)/speed 

(analog, 3 speeds) 
02: speed (analog, 3 speeds) 
03: Speed (analog, 3 speeds)/torque 

(analog) 
04: Torque (analog) 
05:9xque~(a~alog)andpxsiticn &uls 

arrayk.lect. 

in: 
If 
er: r occur 

s 

- 00: .Without optional discharge resistor 
unit for regenerative brake 

.Olz Peqenerative option (kSRBO821 is used. 
02: Reuenesat+- oo.tion4~~2 1 is used. 

Reference pulse multiplication (numerator): 
Input reference pulses are multiplied. 

1 

02 1 to 
3999 CMX P 1 

Reference pulse multiplication (denominator): 
Input reference pulses are divided. 

EX.: Reference pulses 

03 CDV P 1 

. 

Note: s 1 should be larger than 3, but smaller 

than 20 

In-position zone: 
Zone or range in.which in-position signal is output 
is set. 

P 

._-.. -- 

100 0 to 
9999 04 INP ulss 

Note: When the parameter with 
supply. 

l mark was set, turn off once the power 

If the display faded away after the power off, back on again the 
power so that the setting is completed. 
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No. Abbr. Description Control Initial 
mode settinq Unit Range 

-- , 
Positioning control gain: 

This setting depends on application. 
The standard settings are shown below. If setting I is less than 6, error may become excessive at speed 
of2OWr/min. 

OS PGN [[J , p 2s fz Loto 

Speed control gain: 

I Speed control gain is set. I 
The larger the gain, the faster is tt.e r~S;X:nsa. 
Note, howe*er, that excess gaili ta-uses large vihra- I tion or hut-. tc- mator. 

06 1 = 
Ear settinq, rafer to the table below- Set 

for 

J&A p,s 100 20 to 
0 1 3 5 JL/JM 2000 f 1 

8slting value loo loo 200 300 

Speed integral compt nsation: 
Time wnstant for speed integr31 .xznpansaLux~ is set. 

07 VIC -20 
1 tG P,S 

JLJJhi 0 1 3 5 
mSec 1000 

Setting value 20 20 30 40 

. 
Speed reference (1) .o to. 

08 SCl 1st speed range (speed reference or speed limit) of s,c 100 r/min zz, 
internal 3-speed setting is selected. Spsed 

Speed reference (2) 0 to 
09 SC2 2nd speed range (speed reference or speed limit) of s,c 1000 r/mb zEd 

internal 3-speed setting is selected. Speed 

Speed reference (3) 0 to 
10 SC3 3rd speed range (speed reference of speed limit) of s,c 2000 r/min zti 

internal 3-speed setting is selected. Sped 

Speed acceleration/deceleration time constant: 
Set the slope time td reach the max:speed against 
the speed cozumand (internal,3 speed and external;) 

(This acceleration/deceleration time 
constant is valid also for the speed 
limitcollplland at the torque l5mit.J * 

h"as rcliiapd 

11 !sTc S -0 10 0 to 

Speed; 
=ec so00 

STC 

Continued to the next page. 
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- 

NC 
- 

11 

12 

0 

13 

14 

15 

16 

‘17 

Abbr. Description Control Initial 
mode settinq Unit Range 

Position acceleration/deceleration time constant: 
Sets the time constant when the fixtax is inserted 
shortly after the position command. 
It is valid when the parameter No.40 is set to 
0100. 

STC 

Torque filter time constant: 
Sets the time constant to insert the filter 
shortly after the torque command or torque 1imj.t 
command. - 

4 ?-T-w 

TTC I 
;; ,-' St c 0 10 0 to 

; . msec 2000 

[F 
. 

\ 
!  

\\* 

\ ‘ 

TTC 

VC offset: -999 
vco Offset is specified for speed reference analog signal. S 0 mv to 

Set so that servo motor does not rotate with speed 999 
reference set at zero. 

I 

TLAP offset: 
f 0 

-999 
TPO Offset is specified for reverse torque limit analog C IIW to. 

signal. 999. 

TLAN offset: -999 
TN0 Offset is specified for forward torque limit analog C 0 SW to 

signal. 
999 

Moo MO offset: 
-999 

s,c 0 mv to 
Offset is specified for monitor output. 999 

Input signal select (1): 
Selects the functions 

IP1 .of. &1i.-,12,2 24 ,’ 25 
of conxiector CRl. LIIIII 

-in No.12 

T 
-IL 

PSIC 
HEX 

0000 set-t 

l Refer to following in No.24 . an9 

explanation. Pin No.25 . 

Note: When the parameter with l mark was set, turn off once the power 
supply. 
If the display faded away after the power off, back on again the 
power so that the setting is completed. 
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lo. Abbr. Cescription Control Initial "nit R&g;- 
mcde settins 

0000 HEX 
Input signal select (2): 

PISlC 
setting 

Selects the functions 
18 IP2 of pin Nos.27, 23 of I I I I I 

connector CNl. -LPh No.27 

l Refer tc fOllOWing 
-L- Pin No.23 

explanation. 

Explanation of parameter Nos.17, 18: 
Selects the functions of input signal (connectdr CN1 Nos.12, 24, 25, 27, 23). 
Since the initial values are set at the shipment from factory, it is usually 
unnecessary to adjust. Initial values are as shown below. 

1. Setting No. corresponding to each function 
0: TL (external torque limit 

command valid) Initial value list. 
1: PC (proportional control 

select valid) 
2: RES (reset) 
3: LSP (forward run stroke end) 
4: LSN.(reverse run stroke end) 
5: CR (cumulative pulse clear) 
6: DIO (mode select) 
7: ;:~e~$ternal speed I 

8: DI2 (internal speed 32 
select) 

9: ST1 (forward run start) 
A: ST2 (reverse run start) 
B: ENG (emergency stop) 

2. If all are set to'll, the initial values are set. 

3. Do not select the same functions. 
It will be rejected as a parameter error. ('0' is excluded from all.) 

4. Unless LSP, LSN are selected, if it turned on internally. (All of position, 
speed, torque) I 

Display mode: 

24 DMD 

Ipq7qq-q 

-72, (Status display immediately after power is 
turned on.) 

0: Positioning control 
. . . Cumulative reference pulses 

Speed control . . . . . Rev./min. 
Torque control . . . . Operating torque 

1: Cumulative feedback pulses 
2: Speed rpm 
-3: Remaining pulses 
4: Cumulative reference pulses 
5: Reference pulse frequency 
6: Speed reference signal voltage(analog) 
7: Reverse torque limit signal Voltage 
8: Forward torque limit signal voltage 
9: Regenerative brake load 

A: Operating torque 
B: Peak torque 

0000 

Hex. 
deci- 
ma1 
set- 
ting 

>(Monitor mode selection) 
0: Speed monitor (2 output) 
1: Torque monitor (& output) l l 
2: Speed monitor (+ output) 
3: Torque monitor (+ output) l l 
4: Current output (i output) l l, l 2 

l l: Torque control mode (8V output for maximum torque). 
In the torque control mode, the maximum output 
(8V) is linked with the value set in the parameter. 
This is applicable for the function-enhanced type 
produced from August, 1988. 

l 2: Used as the output of the standard shaft of the 
multi-operation. 

. 

Note: When the parameter with l mark is set, turn off once the power 
supply. 
lf the display faded away after the power off, back on again the 
power so that the setting is completed. 
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10-s Special parameter data 

Table. 10-S 

No. hbbr. Nameand function 

25 Pox manufacturer's setting 

26 For manufacturer's setting 

27 For manufacturer's setting 

28 For manufacturer’s setting 

29 

30 

For menufacturer’s setting 

Revolutions at 1OV command: 
Sets the revolutions at 1OV. 

Speed proportional control gain: 
Sets the proportional gain around the stop posi- 
tion with speed loop. 
It‘is an ordinary proportional integral with 
1,000 and if it is smaller the range of. propor- 
tional control is enlarged. 

32 For manufacturerls setting, 

33. TLL Torque limit value: 
It is set with the max. torque stated on cata- 
logue - 100%. 
When the external torque limit is valid, the 
torque is restricted by either value of lower 
level. 
Nhen the p&k torque of'speed reducer is .rest- 
ricted, set the torque limit value at a lower 
value. 

Torque controlcosmuua d full-scale value: 
Under the torque co&rol mde, the torque level 
is set. which is output with TAIP tiput level A@ 
For example, if the parameter is set to 50%; 
the output torque with TLkP of 8V is (max. 
torwe)/2. 

34 For mauufacturer's setting 

35 For aanufacturer*s setting 

36 For manufacturergs setting 

37 For mawfacturer*s setting 

For manufacturer's setting 

40 

ENR 

OP2 

Encoder output dividing ratio: 
Denominator of diving ratio is set.. 
Number of pulse per each 1 turn of motok*for 
the encoder output (open colleotor method). 
It is 2000 pulses/rev (&A-SC motor) or.3000 pulse{ 
rev (NA-SA motor) with the dividing ratio of l/l. 

Position acceleration/deceleration time constant: 
When the filter is inserted aft,er the 
position command, it is set to 0100. 
Refer to parameter N0.11. 

k41 

*42 

For manufacturer's setting 

TST Test mode operation: 
It is set to 0001 for the tee+ mode operation. 
See Section 6-3, (8). 

3 to 
4s 

Spare 

Loop Initial 

I value Unit Setting 
range 

lassi- 
icatio 

Specia: 

Ito 
256 

I 
0000 

I 0 



10 -6 Parameter setting value entry table 

Set parameter according to the purpose of operation or 

specifications before .starting operation. Parameters, 

as shown below, are composed of user parameters, 

special parameters and maintenance parameters but the 
setting by user is limited to the user parameters. 

Table 10-6 Parameter setting recording table 

:UMi- ,iutioa NO. Abbe. NB 
ISlitLal 

-p 'iah wit Recording column 

l oo mr sevowtortype - I 

l er 001 STI Servo100ptype o’:::(Note 4) : 
ua- 02 CNX Comaad pulse =Ultiplyimg P 1 
eter factor numerator t1.ctr0nic : 

03 CDV -aId pulse multiplying g-r P 1 
.fi 

factor denominator : 

04 INp In-posi+ion range P 100 Wea !  

05 PM Position loop gain P 

i5 
VCN Speodlwpgain P,S 1.8: 

WC- : 

vxc spccdintegral~aaation 
I:: 1:: 

M8C : 
OS SC1 w - (1) thin I 

ii 
SC2 speed c-nd (2) 
SC3 Speed corvnd (3) t:: 

1000 r/tin 
I 
1 

2000 rfmin .I 
11 STC Sptcdaeceler8tion/d~coluation time S 0 1OmSW I 

-t8ot 
, 

12 TTC Torque filter time wastmt s,c 0 ions : 

;: 
vco vc offset 

: 
DV 

z mv 
: 

TPO TLW offset 

:I 
TND TLkN 0tra.t C OV I 

m0 m offset SIC : mv : 

l 17 IP1 Input signal riect (1) p.s*c 0000 - I , 
'10 IP2 Input *ignal saloct (2) P,S.C 0000 

24 m Display mode (initial hata diqlay 0000 : 
l etting) : 

For menufectauer'8 eetting 

29 For manufacturer's setting 1 - 

ii 
vcn 1ov and ravel&ion speed 

PSS 9*t 
rlmin : - 

VDC. Speed proportional control : 
32 Fox unufacturer'a setting p,s*c 50 : - 

I 
-nd full scale value 1 

For mmufacturer's setting 
210 - : - 
600 - : - 

I 
FtXnnnufactlaer'Ssetting : 

4 

39 ENN tbcoder output dividing ratio t 
I 
I 

40 OP2 Positionrw.luat%oa&aceluaiozl the 
Py 

0000 - : - 
corutant : 

841 RJrmfslufacturer'ssetting 0 ; 
I 

l 42 TST Tee e operation 0000 
43 te 

40 Were) 0 

uinte- 
Ji - 

era- -51 
dter I2 

l s3 

S’f 
56 

. 

’ For wnufwturer’e 8ettipg 

i 
0 

4444 
0000 

: 

Notes: 1. Nhen the perrrater uitb l wrk was set, tare off once the pwer supply. If the display 
feded l vey after the pouu off, back on again the power so that the setting is completed. 

2. P, S end C of setting mde indicate that they l re effective permeter resp8ctively 4t the 
position control (P), speed control 6) and toruue control 03. 

3. ##0is oet to the motor w as twr digit8 number . 
4. In cue of the type llR-SClOO, pdramatu Ho.01 ia met to 0100. 
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